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'5 By GARY EDWARD JOHNSON 
^ Texan Staff Writer * 
' •Sen. Lloyd Bentsen. D-Tex., told 
> audience 
an 
of 200 in the Union Building 
I;, Junior Ballroom Monday he would like to 
- run for president but claimed his chances 
s '' for victory may t»e slim. ^ 
5 j\j TURING HIS AUSTIN VISIT, Bentsen 
"! spoke Monday morning before 750 AFL-
,QIO delegates and at a press conference at 
,*x.v liWcipal AuditQjctap. J&e made a speech 
k,-juMtheld anotht^Tjiress conference on 
«ampus during the afternoon. 
^ "If the President says one year of 
Watergate is enough, well, I slay If that's 
the case, then five years of inflation is 
enough," Bentsen told the Texas AFL-CIO 
Committee on Political Education. 7-
« "Not since the days of Herbert Hoover 
j^ave we had an economic policy that has 
done so little for so many and so much for 
so few," he said. ^ 
X "Franklin D. Roosevelt gave us the New 
iteal. Harry Truman gave us the Fair 
Peal. Richard Nixon gave us the milk 
.ideal, the wheat deal and the ITT deal," 
bentsen said. . - H 
' "John F. Kennedy gave a tax cut to all 
- Americans, and Richard Nixon gave a tax 
. cut to himself," he said. 
" REPEATEDLY CRITICIZING NiXOir, 
Bpntsen drew loud response from the 
crowd. | 
At the Municipal Auditorium press 
conference, the Texas senator replied to a 
questions impeachment that he would 
1 not hesitate to vote for conviction "if it's 
an in#c^ble crime ojr 9maj^r^ttei 
subvert the 
Powers Bill," which said the President 
could commit troops to foreign conflicts 
for only a certain number of days before 
obtaining consent of Congress, Bentsen 
noted. • -
In addition, Watergate has made it more 
difficult for Nixon to "run roughshod on 
Congress," Bentsen said. 
•Bentsen said he was unimpressed with 
' A proposal lor a totally segregated 
m of intercollegiate athletics for 
women, submitted by the University 
Athletics Council lor approval, will not be 
presented to the Uoiversity.System Board 
of-Regents Fttday.; University President 
.Stephen Spurr said Monday. 
"I understand that Spurr is prepared to 
approve the proposal?' Athletics Council 
member Richard Goodman said. "But I'll 
be damn proud of him if he doesn't." 
:: SPURR DID acknowledge receiving the 
document but said he would neither 
approve or disapprove it until "we let it 
bounce around among the various 
Woman's input groups. T t£| 
"But I will not submit it to the Board Wr 
Regents Friday," Spurr said. # 
The recommendations, approved by the. 
Athletics Council in a Sunday meeting, 
include: 
• That th^re be established a 
Department of Intercollegiate Athletics 
for Women separate from a Department 
of Intercollegiate Athletics for Men. ; ** 
• That there be established a separate 
> "•Athletics Council for Intercollegiate 
'Athletics'for Wonien consisting of five 
members to be appointed by the president, 
three of them faculty members and the.; 
remaining two, nonfaculty members. 
,...» That the existing Athletics Council be 
renamed as the Athletics Council for 
Intercollegiate Athletics for Men, with the 
same structure' and numbers as the 
presently existing body. 
- • That a director of Intercollegiate 
Athletics for Women be appointed by the 
University president upon the advice and 
recommendation of the Intercollegiate 
Athletics Council for Women. fr| 
• • That the position of Director of 
Intercollegiate Athletics be renamed as 
the director of. Intercollegiate Athletics 
Jor Men. / . • 
• That the funding of the Women's 
Intercollegiate Program be provided in a 
manner similar to that for the 
Gymnasium in spaces formerly 
occupied by the Department of 
Intgercollegiate Athletics for Men. 
"Friday, when I got the thing in the 
mail, I was outraged," Goodman said. "It 
is just a.totally outrageous document" 
'{was just deeply disappointed/' Betty < surprise XM 
Thompson^ director of Intramurals for committee jnade its report. 
Women, said. "I will submit an alternate 
proposal to Dr. Spurr on March 12 and 
have confidence it will receive his full and 
thorough consideration." , % 
Ms. Thompson's proposal is expected to 
receive full consideration from Spurr, 
since the Athletics Council's proposal is 
almost completely contrary to suggestions 
he submitted to the council on Dec. 24. 
IN THAT MEMO, Spurr said, "I feel 
that not only is it desirable to have a single 
organization deal with intercollegiate 
athletics for txlth men and women, but it 
also will be virtually necessary under 
HEW (Department of Health, Education 
and Welfare) guidelines... •' 
"First, we should clearly have women 
as members of the Athletics Council 
"Second, I shall be asking the Board of 
Regents for a $2 increase in the optional; 
student services fee to provide initial! 
funding for women's intercollegiate*: 
athletics, including travel, scholarships, 
etc. In addition, I have instructed Vice-
President (James) Colvin in developing athletics was Iol achieves .meaningful 
the 1974-75 budget to attempt to free tip 
Council chairmanp^manipulate«: 
everybody from Spurr to the faculty 
members on the AtHletics Council, helped 
out by (University System Regent) Frank 
Erwin, (Athletic Director) Darrell Royal 
and the present athletic structure, 
Goodman said. "He popped up with the 
- V. 
-BILL WOLFE and the cOnmiitteV7 
literally abandoned its proposal and. 
agreed to Thompson's pass-the-bucfc: ' 
resolution," Goodman said. "They just 
divorced themselves from their own 
proposal. And in that proposal, thejr, 
recommended an associate athleii$V 
director and the |2 blanket tax raise. . _il 
^"Between Dec. 24 and March' s, 
Thompson, who was opposed to the idc^ oftx 
women coming in and weakening j 
power structure of the men's domaiift; 
lobbied against it with a two-prong^ 
.attack. 
' "He got upper level support from Erwin 
and (University System Chancellor 
Charles) LeMaistre," he said. "And he got 
lower level support from the four faculty 
members on the council. He juS'fL ^ 
assimilated them, and they fell for it.11 f 
•4 Thompson was unavailable; for comment 
Monday. 
Goodman sai^ the main purpose of the;' 
council's study of women's intercollegiate 
5 
recommendations made by Nixon last 
'.Jgkdkiw;csmpatgnrefam^ Intercpllfegiate Program for Mea (wppt 
funds on at least a temporary basis to 
permit the staffing pf an Office of 
Associate Director of Intercollegiate 
Athletics to be filled by a woman ... 
."You will note that these actions 
conform-in many respects to the 
recommendations of your own 
subcommittee..." 
The subcommittee to which Spurr 
referred was chaired by council member 
Dr. William Wolfe* and that subcommittee 
made its report at the council's October 
meeting. That report was discarded. 
"He. ( J. Neils Thompson,' Athletics 
You're not going to impeach tUm iot^M iQriit contributions, while a bilt ))assed ty ^ #) Wti&I approi 
damn misdemeanor. It. has to be the Senate limits total contributions in a University f 
something important,'.' Bentsen presidential campaign to an amount equal b) By tiie^ffalpishment of a voluntary 
commented at another news conference to 15 cents per each person of voting agep-rStudent Athletics Fee for the support of 
following his address on campus. Bentsen said. Intercollegiate Athletics for Women. This 
Sponsored on campus by tlie University . - Also, the Senate-passed bill said no fee will be separate and distinct from the 
individual could contribute more than voluntary fee for the support of 
^women's program. ^ 
"But what,we've encountered is the 
most reactionary thing I've ever seen,"!1 
Goodrnan said. "Rather than opposing this; 
issue, the Athletics Council is legally'; 
obliged to support it. '• 1 
"Instead, they proclaim themselves 
Athletics Council for Intercollegiate 
Athletics for Men," Goodman said. "With1 
that kind of irresponsible, selfish 
mentality, the .council s is opposed^^thalj;, 
"Those resisting the chatige should"' 
make a serious and unselfish evaluatiq^ p| 
their motives," he added.1 „ ,• 






Issues Committee, Bentsen said, 
"Members of Congress like Sen. Mike 
Mansfield and others have been 
generously saying I am one of those who 
could run for President. Every time they 
say it, I enjoy it very much. 
"YOU BET I would like to be 
President," Bentsen declared, but he 
insisted he has not actually decided to run. 
" Early next year I will make a 
determination," he said. 
Defending his opposition to an oil price 
rollback provision in the energy bill, 
Bentsen said supporting it might have 
been a good political move, but the bill 
$10,000 to a presidential candidate. 
In answer to a question from an 
audience member concerning Bentsen's 
election to the Senate in 1970, Bentsen 
acknowledged, "I spent 40 percent more 
than Sen. Ralph Yarborough did, which is" 
not unusual when you consider how 
unknown I was. I had a 2 percent 
recognition factor " , - • —~ 
Streaking Sore 
Intercollegiate Athletics for Men. 
c) By such additional funds as may be 
generated from gate receipts from 
athletic events fielded by women's teams 
and from contributions by individuals 
desirous of supporting the women's 
athletic program. 
• That the Department of 
-Intercollegiate Athletics for Women be 
'bad economics' a n d  was 
counterproductive. 
Bentsen remarked that the Nixon 
administration has repeatedly frustrated 
the will of Congress by impounding or 
underspending funds required to set laws 
in motion and has shown a disregard for 
the balance of powers principle. 
"This is not a problem which can be 
blamed just on the executive branch. 
Congress must share the blame, for it 
stood silently- by and failed to assume its 
constitutional obligations. 
NEVERTHELESS, BENTSEN sail 
Congress has started to reassert its 
authority. 
"I think the turning point was the War, 
fiie public interest, 
Safety Council has uncove 
guidelines for streakers. 
Although this nonprofit. publj 
:.#4rvice organization &oesa' 
approve of 
I nevertheless has revealed 
you must streak 
&3» Wear sneakers; Th6y give 
fiction for ffiaT all-important 
thejt also protect the 
Irom 
• Keep your eyes peeled. Watch out 
|fojr cars, excavated holes and wire? 
ihainsaround 
WT 
i§S0e§[̂ ^̂ ĝ /:P€ylitidahs: Seek AFL-CIO Endorsement W-M ... ^ .... . 
p; . By ROBERT FULKERSON 
f ' TexanStaffWriter 
The Texas AFL-CIO Committee on Political 
^Education (COPE) began its biennial convention at 
^Municipal Auditorium Monday. COPE, the political arm 
rof the AFL-CIO, will determine which political 
Candidates organized labor will support in this year's 
- * Sen. Lloyd Bentsen, U.S; Reps. Barbara Jordan and 
jack. Brooks and Gov. Dolph Briscoe, all Texas 
Watergate mess, he has forfeited the trust and 
confidence of the American people," Brooks, a 
University law school graduate, said. 
Bentsen focused on Nixon's lack of leadership in 
economic areas, the energy crisis and the 
Administration's involvement in other controversial 
areas. V" • ^ 
. In* afternoon session, Briscoe emphasized his 
commitment to organized labor, listing his 
achievements in workmen 
AFL-CIO and the Democratic preserve unity in the 
Party. 
Should any delegation attempt to force a floor vote on 
a gubernatorial endorsement, Hubbard will try to stop 
the action, an AFL-CIO spokesman reported. 
"If there is no endorsement then everybody in the 
AFL-CIO can support whomever they want for 
governor," the spokesman, said. "If a vote on 
endorsement from the floor is attempted and fails then 
everybody in the organization is bound to strict 
neutrality, and then nobody can support anybody for 
•it®®-
WASHINGTON (AP) - California! 
authorities surrendered priority to federal; 
indictments in the Ellsberg break-in case 
Monday and agreed to ask that state 
conspiracy-burglary charges against John . 
D. Ehrlichman and two others be 
dismissed. 
Superior Court Judge Gordon Ringer in 
Los Angeles, who has summoned 
President Nixon as a material witness in 
the case, must make the final decision. -
The agreement to seek dismissal of 
state charges against Ehrlichman, G. 
Gordon Liddy and David R. Young — all 
former White House aides — was 
announced after Dist. Atty. Joseph Busch 
of Los Angeles and Special Watergate . 
Prosecutor Leon Jaworski met for an 
hour. 
EHRLICHMAN would remain under a 
perjury charge in Los Angeles, the 
agreement said, because "it involves 
protection splely of a state interest." 
There was no further explanation. 
The California case had been scheduled 
for trial April 15. 
The state perjury charges stemmed 
from Ehrlichman's denial to the grand 
jury that he knew about or authorized the 
1971 break-in at the office of Dr. Lewis 
ielding 
seeking files of Daniel Ellsberg. Ellsberg 
at the time had been indicted on charges of 
stealing and leaking the Pentagon papers. 
Ehrlichman's lawyers had sought 
Nixon's testimony to back their contention 
that Ehrlichman acted in his official 
capacity to prevent breaches of national 
security. It was expected that dismissal of 
the maiOLcharges would make the issue of 
presidential testimony moot. 
YOUNG, WHO was named as a co­
conspirator in the federal case but was not 
indicted, would be free of any charges 
should Ringer go along with the 
^agreement. • v' 
Liddy, already convicted and sentenced 
as a Watergate burglar and conspirator* is 
charged in the federal indictment 
returned last Thursday alongside 
Ehrlichman and four others — with 
conspiracy to violate Fielding's civil 
rights. Ehrlichman, additionally, is 
charged with four counts of lying to the 
FBI and grand jury. 
- "Among the reasons given for seeking to 
dismiss the state charges are that many of 
these issues involve matters of national 
interest and therefore would best be 
decided in the federal court system," said 
the joint Busch-Jaworski announcement. 
"The two indictments would be exposing 
defendants to trial in two different 
jurisdictions and, in fairness to those 
defendants charged in both jurisdictions 
and in the interests of justice, they should 
be tried in one jurisdiction." 
EHRLICHMAN* formerly President 
Nixon's chief domestic adviser, and 
former special counsel Charles W. Colson, 
pleaded innocent to the charges in the 
Ellsberg case last Saturday as they w^re 
arraigned in the-Watergate coverup 
indictments. 
The other four, indicted oiuJthe^ 
L. Barker, Eugenio Martinez and Felipe; 
DeDiegO; Their arraignment is set before • 
U.S. Dist. Judge Gerhard A. Gesell -Qd 
Thursday. 
In other Watergate-related matters: 
• U.S. Dist. Judge John J. Sirica still' 
has not decided whether a grand jury -
report that accompanied the indictment. 
the seven Watergate cover-up defendants 
: will go to thrHopse impeachment inquiry;. 
His aides said Sirica is working on. the- • 
decision. 
• Ellsberg will be in Austin Sundj^ i® 
speak at St. Edward's University. Jp 
-mmm 
n 
admin is tration's 
IDemocrats, addressed the convention. compensation. J 4I. j , „ * K ~ 
4 Frances "Sissv'' Farenthold Democratie- — - Ms. JFarenthold reminded «ie delegates of her perfects governor." 
Gubernatorial candidate and Ji'm Granberryv" voting record on labor issues during her terms as r ~ WHILE the AFL-CIO probably wiU not back any 
^epub^an Bubern^torial candldate also sp^ke to the legislator. ; 1- gubernatorial candidate, it wUl back candidates in other 
SodSSguoernatonai canaiaaie, ajso spoxe 10 u.e _ Cranberry called for inclusion of the right-td-ttork^, statewide and national elections. Support willcome in 
91 provision in the proposed constitution. , ' the form df funds and labor votes. 





the only, black congresswoman evet1 
the South and member of the House. 
m. Bill Hobby and Atty. Gen. John Hill. Other office 
seekers delivering speeches were Bob Bullock, Hugh 
Edburg and Buddy Kirk, all candidates for state. 
Impeachment panel* told the cheering delegates, nrtmntSniiAr: 
^TBTffipeacnmentTjm»ss^H-coi^ue^thrHoustoh NorAi^llyr delegates from AFX^raffttteted-umon^ 
'lawmaker said. 
'Or another." 
 "Jt will come to the HftuseJEloor ope way 
m 
t IF CONGRESS fails to act on impeachment "then you 
Spught to sweep all of us out," she added. 
. Brooks, of Beaumont, criticized the Nixon 
pdministration's economic policies and stressed the 
|ieed for Democratic unity to win the presidency in 1976. 
I "By Jiis - evasiveness and, his attitude- toward, the 
Caucus and decide which candidates to support. n»e 
COPE administrative .committee then, hears the 
recommendations and decides, either to support a 
endorsement recommendations until after the 
. Constitutional. Convention ends, one Austin delegate 
o, reported. 
By delaying endorsementsr organized labor hopes to_ 
»fors~fro 
Constitutional Convention. 
The Constitutiofiak^Conveation still must decide. 
prevent legisla ^ron^ vSUng-agatest^l 
l • 
whether to include the controversial "right-to-vror& 
Candidate, not to support a candidate or to remain,.provision in the proposed constitution. The AFL-CIO Is 
jieutral. " ". i', clearly against inclusion of "right-to-work" in the new 
This year, though, AFL-CIO President Harry Hubbard 
2Jlas already indicated the organisation will not endorse 
gubernatorial candidates. Hubbard advocates this to 
constitution. 
The QOPE administrative committee Is to 
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if- Partly cloudy skies-
^land mild temper^ 
r atures are forecast for 
Tuesday, with south­
westerly winds 8 to 15 
tess 
day will be near 80; 
and the low Tuesday 
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dmfiges Barton Pool 
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476-7211 Ext .  42  . . . , .  
One hour free parking with purchase 
-•L . of $2 or more. ; j; 
BankAmerkard & MasterCharge Welcome 
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Me Down Easy, lord9 
These two tranquil pmtmononwng a group who ha V* b*«n wiing Soatva, In th« 
Mithediil Studvnt Ctnltr, as a place to x>cra*h" wMmt payfaa any cash. 
Americans United for 
Separation of Church and 
State will conduct an 
extensive campaign in Texas 
during March. 
- The organisation hopes to 
^efirottrair'̂  
preserve the religious liberty-
guaranteed in their state! 
constitution, with no 
jscceptioos." 
The public meetings will be 
iBonducted by the Rev. Virgil 
Kraft, director of field 
services. and the Rev. 
Mallary Binns, director of 
public relations. 
' • "There is a chance that if 
the Texas constitution' is 
altered by the foes of religious. 
wm% 
freedom so that they can use 
public funds to bolster their 
private religious institution^ 
the citizens may react as they 
did in New York and reject 




flours will be extended at 
four University libraries 
beginning next Monday, 
David Clay, assistant to 
the president, said 
,-n——r :—~r 
The libraries affected 
IDChecleS talis 
illegal Passengers 'li 
f*§f A Monday morning identification check was the first 
Instep in a campaign against illegal shuttle bus riders 
^planned Feb. 13 at a meeting of the University's Student-
^Faculty Shuttle Bus Committee and announced Feb. 26. 
Since announcement of the crackdown, sales of both 
•rM 
u* dependent and University, faculty and staff passes have . 
THJSFimliiMrt rr i  ' ' '-if iMBTrr'" 1i 
£T*rfS-,«-
By JAMBS DUNLAP 
Tern Staff Writer 
Prostitution exists all over 
town in "bad places, better 
places and in between," the 
man in charge of Austin's vice 
squad said Monday. 
Police Lt. Bolton Gregory 
said while there, is a large 
amount of prostitution in 
some of the city's lounges and 
motels, he does not believe it 
is a highly organized 
operation. 
What organization there is, 
he added, stems from a 
situation where a pimp 
handles a string of two to five 
women or whena group of call 
in Austin on a 
Gregory said the vice 
squad actively enforces the 
law and cited the arrest last 
week of 16 prostitutes during a 
|WStTWIv - >"• 
AFTER ARREST, the 
alleged prostitute usually 
pays a bond of between $100 
and $250 to the court and is 
released. In most cases, the 
bond Is forfeited and a plea of 
guilty is assumed, he said. i( 
' v*' 
Gregory said the woman is 
often out on the streets again 
within the hour. , 
Despite the enforcement 
difficulties, Gregory favors 
the law against prostitution. 
"Prostitution leads to an 
explained. When men are in 
bed, they often speajc, 
carelessly about their" 
valuables. Tliis information is 
passed on to pimps who later 
arrange bursaries. 
"Prostitution has been 
going on since the world began 
and wiH probably' 
long after I'm gone," Gregory 
said. 
HE SAID THAT stiffer 
penalties are probably the 
only answer but doubts that 
they could ever be 
established. _ . . . — 
The goal of the Austin vice 
squad, Gregory said, is to 
make prostitutes more 
"covert, careful and less 
k Before an arrest can' 
take place, the woman must 
initiate the transaction and 
quote a price for her services. 
This factor sometimes makes 
' "It is disillusioning to see 
religious leaders straining 
their integrity to hold to their 
ideal of religious freedom 
while reaching for tax money 
to support their sectarian. 
- Dr. Pat Harrell, chairman 
of Bible Studies at the 
University, said such courses 
are funded by churches and 
various jiftvate institutions. 
Bible Studies ''is 70 years 
<oM (at tlve tfafcrerslty) and 
Always has been funded 
independently," Harrell said. 
University 
Dies 
arrests difficult to make. „ . 
Gregory added that under the Funeral services were held 
newSScas Penal Code, both. Monday s David Lawrence . ....... 
jhd tfie woiifiM a^ WstuderfT^ 
are those in the Business-
Economics Building, 
Patterson Hall, Battle Hall 
and Robert Lee Moofe 
Hall. They will be open an 
extra hour, till 11 p.m. 
from Monday through 
Thursday. 
The extension of hours 
was recommended by the 
University Energy 
Conservation Committee 
because of complaints 
from inconvenienced 
students, mostly graduate 
students, who had jm> other 
time to use the library. 
President $tei>hen Spurr 
approved the 
recommendation Feb. 28. 
The new hours are a 
compromise between the 
present hours (8 a.m; to 10 
p.m.) and last spring's 
hours (8 a.m. to midnight). 
The hours were cut back 
.at the beginning of the 
summer- to conserve 
energy, according to Clay, 
the Feb. 26 announcement, and the Austin Tax 
Department reported selling 41 of its spring semester 
total of 91 dependent passes since Friday morning. 
The check, .on the University's intramural field route,;, 
resulted in the refusal of three prospective riders, Jim$| 
.Wilson, University-assistant for shuttle bus operations,;^ 
said Monday. ^ 
J 
guilty of a crime. 
Sheriff Raymond Frank 
said he does not know of any 
houses of ill-repute in Travis 
County, and added that 
controlling prostitution should, 
have a low priority. 
s "More time should,be spent 
on serious crimes, such as 
burglary, murder and hard 
drug traffic, Frank said. 
Hills, the son of a University 
associate professor. 
Olm was killed when his car 
was hit by a train south of 
Austin Saturday night. 
He is the son of Kenneth 
William Olm, associate 
professor of management at 
ihe University. 
Olm was the sole occupant 
of the "car struck by a train on 
Slaughter Lane at 
approximately 11:30 p.m. 
Saturday." ^ ~~ ~ '  • 
later hours was too great to 
maintain the shorter ones. 
City Court Finds 
Streaker Innocent 
William Paul Waits, a 
Dallas sophoifiOre who was 
arrested and charged ~wi& 
simple assault at an early 
Friday morning streak at 
Jester Center, was found 
innocent later that day 
Municipal Court. 
IS JUDAISM VIABLE? 
Rabbi Arnold Scheinberg 
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By FRANK FLEMING student representation on the Board of Regents. 
My approach to the office of president is one thai it-' But while Student Government should remain 
t̂ask oriented. In the past we have *een the press release concerned with the state and city issues, it has an equal 
abused to the point that it is ineffective. Instead of responsibility to attend to campus problems which have 
talking directly to studkots, UT administrators must been ignored by our current administration.:.::- -jj> 
resort to reading The Daily Texan in order to find out 
STUDENT GOVERNMENT'S power In the past has " care. improved shuttle bus routes, paridng ammd 
" ' """ ~ campus aajunproved dorm policies have been debated. 
oppose administrative decisions with facts and reason. 
Instead these individuals advance only emotional 
'f/ arguments and rhetoric. . 
Student Government must concern itself with the 
ik issues of state and city politics because this is where­
in many decisions that affect students are made. 
Ife • ; ;  ' •••  :  ' 
BUT LET'S LOOK into the past at the effectiveness of 
student lobbying. 
The thrust hes feeen to infohn members of the Travis 
f County delegation as to what student needs are. Our 
jf leaders have then expected the delegation to pass the 
fe»>tegislation in exchange for the student vote. 
~ My plan would be different. " " 
HAVING WORKED in the Texas House of 
Representatives as a sergeant-at-arms, I have come to 
know many legislators — liberal, moderate and 
conservative ones. They have often asked me who the 
president of the student body is and what exactly are 
some of the measures he advocates. 
It would be my goal to use the office to approach all 
. legislators and inform them of the needs thathave been 
expressed to me by students. 
ALL LEGISLATORS must be informed of the need for 
a more ethnically balanced student body. There must be 
more money allocated for scholarships and recruitment 
programs. We must not rely on only Sarah Weddington 
(by threatening to run against her) or Larr^ Bales (by 
offering him support in a bid for Congress) to carry 
; forward student oriented programs like the question of 
m 
m 
But where are the results?; 
I have been an undergraduate <ni this campus for three 
and one-half years. During this time I have attempted to 
do as much as I could to improve the conditions on this 
campus'. "* 
WHEN SERVING in the Student Senate, I worked on 
projects that made it more responsive to student needs, i 
encouraged Student Government to extend better 
services to the entire campus. I proposed a motion that 
when passed nearly doubled the space available for 
Student Government work. This room is now being used 
to house the foreign studies referral center, women's-
referral center, Student Government tours and other long 
ignored Student Government services. 
I served on the Satiate workload committee whose aim 
was to make student senators more responsive to their 
constituents. My proposal for providing bus rides to ou£-
of-town University activities has evolved into Student 
Government tours. 
WHEN 1 WAS ELECTED to the Union Board by the 
Student Senate, I pledged to work on two projects; beer-
and wine in the Union and a new Union East. I have 
worked on these projects for the past nine months and 
they finally have received administrative approval. 
I would like to continue to work for the students at both 
the University and community levels. I feel I,have a 
proven record of effectiveness in dealing with student 
problems. I would hope that my administration would be 
a responsive one. 
m. 
i® 
9P p- Ajjuestionpfcommu 
d„ i m> Dnmi i imuoraitv and the state. Wit By ROHN I nive s y ? hout the threat of effectively 
There are only two issues in this campaign which lobbying or filing suit we are stynwedon all areas of 
differentiate the candidates for president of the StudenfcjgLJniversity change. We have no effective power to 
Government: 1) How will Student Government gain thel-encourage faculty members to joini us in our fight for 
independence and power to be meaningful and effective^|;sacademic reform, for an elimination of the foreign 
2) Which candidate has the organizational ability tobe|ianguage requirement, for more clinical education, for 
able to accomplish changes?, 
^Government had were crippled in 1969 by the Board ot^programs become much easier to 
Regents. That year the power to set and allocate blanke^T still cannot be accomplished by a tew people 
^-Government. It takes a large number of students working tax fees was taken away. 
The blanket tax was a community tax 
auditor that all money collected by the state was state 
money and must be controlled by the state. 
HISTORICALLY, this money had been used for social 
programs: $27,000 was allocated to Round-Up ih 1967-68. 
When the Student Government began to use the money 
for programs with a different social impact — such as 
draft counseling and the students' attorney — Frank 
fCrwin threatened to cut off these funds "if they try 
any more of their wftlreyed schemes. . ^ ;:-
One year,liter, the regents cut Student Government's 
budget to salaries and office supplies. From that 
moment, the socially relevant acts of the Student 
Government were restricted to its officers' creativity in 
manipulating stationery, paper clips and the itfedia. 
Unless Student Government can regain its independence 
to it will never be more effective than a person's 
beg or illicit support from outside politicians. 
THE RULING BY the state.auditor and its application 
by the Board of Regents was erroneous. The state is 
acting as nothing more than .a. collection agency for the 
students. The money collected is student money. We 
must immediately file for a correction of that ruling. 
The ruling had two other "ramifications: 1> The 
students' attorney may not. sue the University, city or 
state because of a fear of losing its funding, and, 2). we 
may not use any .of the money allotted to us for lobbying. 
ALTHOUGH MY OPPONENT disagrees, I believe we 
must have the power to use our attorney to sue the 
student money1 together to accomplish change. I 
The ; ALTHOUGH MORE students M involve* ui Student 
Government than ever before, students must be made to 
realize that their input is not only sought after but 
essential. This is accomplished by allowing as many 
students who apply to serve on committees, and by 
polling students for their views on the issues. It is not 
accomplished by deciding to build a new Union and to 
charge us five dollars a semester extra for it and refusing 
to let us vote on whether we would like to pay for that. 
To acquire an effective, more far. reachwfe minority 
recruitment priJferam it takes Student Government 
working with, not "for," minority students to lobby the 
Legislature for financial assistance. As can be seen by 
the endorsement of SLU and MAYO these people feel 
they can work more effectively with me. 
In order to obtain one-semester dorm contracts, board 
options, abortion and dental care in the health^enter and 
a student on the Board of Regents, we must organize and 
we must have the independence to lobby effectively, 
_ TO LOBBY effectively means becoming involved and 
helping our friends in the Legislature with their 
programs and problems as long as they are in the 
students' interests. To say that we should stay out of. 
community affairs in one breath and to say that we' 
should lobby for change in the next is foolish. """" 
In order to get our friends to come through whep we • 
need them we must come through when they need us. We 
must become a part of this community in order to obtain 
any sort of meaningful change in our university. 
Action, nof Recycling rhetoric-action in action 
wl 
By BILL PARRISH 
The office of student body. vice-president has no 
inherent statutory power. Like most positions, the job is 
what you make it. I intend to.use the office as a nucleus of 
organizational activity aimed at improving the quality of. 
our academic and community life. 
THE POTENTIAL for progressive change lies in our 
ability to tap existing sources of power within the 
system. To achieve our goals, we need student 
representatives who understand where oar-potentials lie 
and who cap offer effective action rather than rhetoric.. 
The creation of a competent community requires 
involvement and action. As a University community, we 
have extensive resources for dealing with problems. Our 
geographic concentration and common purposes give us 
an unusual degree of unity. Student Government must 
bring together a broad crossection of students and work 
,with other existing campus organizations to achieve 
common goals. 
The potential is there. We know what the problems are, 
and we even know what many of the solutions are. Now 
all we have to do is stop waiting for someone else to solve 
them and deal with the problems ourselves. 
MY POLITICAL philosophy is based upon a 
commitment to honest communicative efforts, a 
confidence in the power of thoroughly researched, well 
documented evidence ahd a sincere belief that 
responsible action is the generator of progressive 
change. 
In my previous Texan article, in my leaflet and in 
speaking, I dealt more extensively and directly with the 
issues. MINORITY AFFAIRS__— lobby ihe State 
Legislature and seekgrantsfrom private foundations to 
provide scholarship funds; ACADEMIC AFFAIRS — a 
of administrative budget prioritieSi an 
increased emphasis on teaching effectiveness with the 
publishing of student evaluations of teachers and an < 
extension of the course drop deadline; STUDENT 
SERVICES — development of a Universitywide, 
coordinated Career Placement Center, backing of the 
proposed Day Care Center,,, and improvement of Health 
Ontpr Services: BOARD OF REGENTS — intensively-
lobby the governor and the Legislature for the 
appointment of a student and or minority member to the 
Board of Regents; "WOMENS AFFAIRS — 
implementation of the Affirmative Action Plan through 
energetic recruiting of qualified women at all levels of 
faculty and administration; COMMUNITY AFFAIRS — 
increase effective student participation in city issues 
relevant to the University community and continue to 
protect physical aspects of the University. I have dealt 
' with issues which affect all students, and I believe 1 have 
proposed solutions which are both effective and 
workable. 
I OFFER my experience as proof that I have done 
more than talk about problems iif'the past — I have 
worked effectively to solve those problems: Co-
chairperson SUN City Council Lobby Committee, Goals 
Assembly Member, — Austin Tomorrow, Project Info 
and Orientation Adviser. ^ 
I feel my work in the community provides an example 
of the approach I will take to solve the problems facing us 
today. 
THE POWER of Student Government lies in maximum 
participation of the student body and effective utilization 
of our resources. The best use of our potential is the 
substitution of involvement for apathy, action for 
rhetoric. 
If we can build a competent community together, we_ 
can improve the quality of our lives. 
By BILL WARE 
- Candidates' self-aggrandizements typically begin with 
some list of organizations which they have patronized. In 
contrast to the traditional concepts by which political 
aspirants work, I will begin by discussing my 
shortcomings as a campus politician. 
I have no elitist, de facto segregated organizations to 
send their pledges out to litter the campus in my behalf . 
Indeed, I have my hands full cleaning up after everyone 
else. I declined to find one of last year's leaflets and put 
my signature and picture on it to, increase my name 
recognition (if only by subliminal insult). My campaign 
has not been conducted in such a way as to pander to the 
tastes of financial contributors. In fact, I have no cash 
contributors at all. 
I WAS WARNED that if I did not come out with a slick 
media image then I could not be elected. It has been said 
that people buy candidates like they buy soap; choosing 
the sterile and the fragrant. But many of the voters will 
sanction an environmentally dirty campaign. If all of this 
is what people vote for, well they certainly have that 
option. I'm sure that this is what Austin businessmen 
want. Lord knows that they work themselves to death 
fleecing the student community as it is. They appreciate 
a little of that easy advertising money pumped into the 
economy. . •;—*1 ' v: 
My campaign began on, the premise that people are 
somewhat justified in their apathy. That politicians offer 
little more than a salable image and worthless words was 
driven home to me by my opponent when he stated at a 
campus forum, "I've done more than just talk. I've 
actually spoken to ..." And there was certainly a more 
valid political statement to be made by recycling leaflets 
than by anything printed. So I have strayed away from 
the usual media trivia and actually done something with 
my campaign. 
MY POLITICS de-emphasizes shouting matches with 
indifferent bureaucrats and promotes studient control in 
creating and funding of student services. Unless Student-
Government can function on*dh equal power basis in 
student affairs with the Board of Regents, then student 
services wilT not be responsive to our needs. But students 
will not have any power until they have a credible Student 
Government which they can actively support. Ultimately 
this will not come about until students find candidates-
with new and creative politics. 
The regents operate on the assumption that there is 
nothing wrong with this university that can't be fixed 
with a little concrete. It will be necessary to crawl out 
from under the regents by fighting them in court to 
regain control of student services fees. The only way that 
we are ever going to have truly responsive services in the 
health clinic for .women is for campus women to have 
some say on their priorities and spending. To control 
noise pollution by shuttle buses, we need to have some 
input into shuttle bus policies — another instance of our 
money being spent regardless of our interests. 
I would like to support minority recruitment by way of 
alternative funding. I would also like to see minority, 
students in charge of such a program. With reclaimed 
student services fees, monies solicited from foundations 
and money which we can raise ourselves, we can fill in 
the gap until the Legislature gets around to delivering on 
promises of funds. „ f 
I STILL THINK that recycling, paper will raise us 
money. I can also help in promoting Student Government 
benefit concerts and other performances which will aid 
our financial independence. We will need such 
independence, to fund our legal battles against the 
"taxation without representation" of student service 
fees. 
Perhaps the most important issue which others" have 
been reluctant to raise in this campaign has been the 
existence of spying in the student housing. Massive 
pressure must be put on the campus housing authorities 
and the University police to remove electronic 
surveillance and unscrupulous informants from our 
midst. Dormitories would be more bearable if they had 
genuine privacy. 
I do not intend to hide my views on political matters. I 
have been active in politics in this town going on four 
years and encourage others to do the same. I will also 
support and protect t.hp civil 
- Barring the obscene, I will have no mass media 
exposure between now and election day. 
firing line 
A question of Texan 
To the editor: 
I am fed up with The Texan. Throughout 
the year I have watched with dismay as 
major national news events have been 
banished to the purgatory of the back page 
• "News Capsules." f have stoically 
suffered through amateurish local. 
. editorial cartooning. I have done without 
my daily national column to allow you to 
print the busy work that flows in an 
" unending stream from the journalism 
latjs. But now I've had enough! 
I awoke this morning to discover that 
one of the most politically significant 
stories of the year had been sliced into 
v trivia at the copy desk and then given four 
linfcs on the back page. I speak, of course, 
1 ottlw congressionatetectioninCindnnatl, 
• which sounded what could well be the end 
^ Republican hopes for 
only section of this story that Claude 
Simp&ofi Saw firtopririt was thecomment 
of'Mr.. Lufkin that "-His Majesty" should 
be impeached should anj^ of the new 
indictments be successfully prosecuted. 
Arid what do I find on the front page, 
the courtesy to keep it off the front page 
where it ruins the mornings of people who 
are interested in reading an informative 
newspaper. When you've got to go to a rag 
like the Statesman for national news, 
something is wrong. 
So let's get back to the good old days 
when an editor had to edit. You're using 
our money to pay for the wire services and 
use them. One column a day and some 
important news on the front page would be 
quite sufficient. 
it all boils down to this. The Texan has 
been so well done in the past that people 
have begun to believe that it is a real 
4n 
cutesy story on crickets! Crickets naless 
Tte stupidity of this is appalling! II you 
have to give.youc less talented "writers" 




paper. Thus, the last 30 or 40 issues have 
been ah acute disappointment. It is 
beginning to look like you're degenerating 
into just another average college rumor 
sheet. After all; if l wanted to read this 
kind of rah-rah nonsense, I'd have a 
subscription to the Battalion. 
_ _ „ JWichaeU S. Pytel, T, Hobart 
Thompson, Joette Moffett, James 
- — E. Turner, Cindy Hartte. Paula 
Miaoo, Bernard L. Siben, Sandra 
Nathan, Leonor Perez, Steven 
- Boughton, Andrew Boarland, Kirk 
_ Reid 
Congrats 
To the editor: 
1 had originally intended to write'liT 
complaint of the counter-productivity, of 
-the University police, action in ibe 
containment of the "streak crowd" early 
Friday. morning. Their use of force in 
clearing the street only challenged the 
crowd to react ,as they became the center 
of attraction, perpetrating the incident. 
_ -l would-now like-to commend them on 
their ability to see the ineffectiveness of 
their past policy and to adopt one suited to 
' the students* Iriftial- motive^ of 
and haying some 
they barricaded 24th Street from 
Speedway to San Jacinto Streets, thus 
preventing a traffic problem and 
providing a good excuse for their presence 
to avoid destruction of University 
property. If police continue to act in these 
respects it may become obvious to 
everyone that they are in practice what 
they are in theory — The Protectors of the 
People. J" 
_ ' Jack Hudson 
• Room 215B 
, Moore-Hill Hall 
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The Tens Union wo«ld like ywr Mp. Please give 
,,,l J*!?* **8®***'"* regarding the reaovatfea/re-
modeling ofthe pretest Union and the contraction of 
a Union building in Uk northeastern sectioe of the 
eampai. 
"TOKSaiHff 
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|*S£ '„?> <? >>•* 
'' ̂Vs"*" ,»v w 4 •*& *;$>$£& 
& •vtl 
-»^M6£3sS£gU»mt>- -
T.1- Rathskeiler/pub with food/drfok 
f\i. Travel desk with tickets/gamp tr&vel t\* 
Quick copy center (xerox, off-set, etc.) 1' 
&]<&• Video-Tape Area (programs-announcements) 
_J5. Coin-operated Pin Ball Machines . 
6. General Store * 
7. Quiet, comfortable lounge areas ' * 
:; S. ArtsJc crafts center 1 
®- Bakery <homemade baked goods) 
10. Art gallery/exhibits area 
11. Bowling | 
12. Fast Food (hamburgers, sandwiches) 
13. More formal waiter serving dining room 
14. Cocktail Lounge 
15. Check cashing service 
16. Outdoor areas (food, lounges, etc.) < 
17. Areas, for. picnicking, boating, swimming S _____ 
18. Central student activities center with spaces arid services 
for organizations , _ , 
- SUGGESTIONS: Please write in your suggestions 
for programs, facilities, and services which the Texas 
Union might offer. (Use additional space if vou wish.) 
Return as soon as possible to the Texas Union 
Information Center — Texas Union Room 102 in person 
or via campus mail. 
Crossword Puzzle 
 ̂the editor-
have had it! I am sick and 
tired of the UT police force 
pbotog raphi n g p e o pi e 
undercover. Becauseof this, 
everytime I walk around on 
campus with my camera 
•r;,r& 
n rope 
To die editor: 
defendant to be admitted airTo sum up my point, I would 
evidence at the trial. The rule simply say that progressive 
does not apply only to alleged political forces should- not 
criminal defendant. Sending a 
person to prison is a morally 
the tape recorders; 1 
cameras, et al, maybe 
. . .  .  ,  l o t  .  q u e s t i o n a b l e  a c t i o n  e v e n  w h e n  w o u l d  h a v e  l e a r n e d  s o m e t h i n g . ; ^  
It is no doubt true, as your rapists nor does it forbid only become so overwhelmed by he or she is guilty; it is a real from Mr. Douglas rather than " • 
IT'S rrimp whon tho nArcnn is hnui tn avnirl Koino mioniuitail' OA; 
everybody thinksT'm either a 
System police - photographer 
or from The Daily Texan. I'm 
neither.- I was out 
photographing streakers last 
Friday night and taking 
pictures when this person 
twice my size .and height 
comes up to me and asks who 
I'm working for. It really bugs 
me when people have to worry 
about who is on the other side 
of the lens. It also bothers me 
since I lose a lotof feood shots 
because of this paranoia. 
The cause of this paranoia 
about photographers are the 
police who use photography as 
a surveillance technique. 
Here I am pursuing a hobby 
and the UT police are going 
around with Nikon F2s, hand­
held flash guns, videotape 
equipment and all sorts of top 
cop equipment. So, when I 
take pictures people think of 
the police photographers and I 
lose a lot of good pictures. The 
only way this problem can be 
solved is if the UT System 
police go around Wearing their 
uniforms; People wouldn't 
have to worry about who is 
working for who and I could 
enjoy my right to the pursuit 
of happiness through 
photography. 
FrankSchiffel,Jr. 
~.'"yVf~'. • • • M 481 Jester 
Freshman, Premed 
editorial of March 8 pointed testimony concerning 
out, . that victims of rape,;,^.'previous rape charges;" it 
particularly lTniv«>rsity ijppli«.g to all Hofawrianta nn^ 
students, may get a less includes, generally speaking, 
sympathetic heating from 
police and prosecutors than do 
victims of armed robbery, for 
example. This attitude is a 
result of the culture's rather 
confused sexual mores and 
the fact that the officials inr 
question lire usually men, The 
editorial's valid point was 
marred, however, by a gross 
misrepresentation of fact; 
In the sixth paragraph of the 
editorial, you pointed to the 
injustice of the fact that the 
complaining witness, a 
Woman, must answer 
questions delving into her 
previous sexa&l behavior. 
This cross-examination was 
labeled "an additional form of 
harassment." 
VParadoxically," you went 
on, "any previous rape 
charges filed against the 
assailant are considered 
inadmissable." The clear 
implication of the paragraph 
Was that the legal rules which 
require the woman to testify 
about her past but do not allow 
the defendant's criminal 
record to be entered as 
evidence are simply another 
part of the legal - system's 
sexist plot to protect rapists 
and "humiliate women. 
The facts are that the law 
does not permit the arrest and 
fconviction record of any 
all of the defendant's criminal 
record. The theory behind the 
rule is the idea that the 
average jury will tend to give 
too much weight to evidence 
t of previous . arrests and 
/ convictions and will coAivict 
simply because the defendant 
, has been previously ajrrested 
J or convicted.: vJ?5, 
In a legal fifrihicW 
theoretically at least, is more 
concerned that innocent 
defendants are found innocent 
than it is that every guilty 
defendant is convicted, such a 
rule would seem to be an' 
^appropriate one. - jSSmiiai$, 
our system must allow a 
defendant to cross-exatqtap 
all witnesses against him as to 
any relevant facts. This is 
particularly true in the 
... situation, typical of many 
rape cases, where the case 
essentially boils down to one's 
p er  son's  WOP da ga i  n s t :  
another. The right to cross-
examine fully is one of the 
most critical of a defendant's 
rights. 
fCW HAVE TO 
60 TO SCHOOL,, 
5lfc.,A0U CANT | 
JU5T QUIT* 
the injustice of our society's 
attitude towards rape that 
,they try to . weaken the 
procedural safeguards which 
our legal system grants to 
cr iminal  defendants .  I  
understand your editorial's 
suggestion that we find ^'more 
dece nt  metho ds" o f 
establishing a defendant's 
guilt or innocence as an attack 
on these safeguards. This is 
precisely the same kind of 
'' thinking which lay behind 
Nixon's  proposal  for  
"preventive detention." 
There must be a way to 
improve the situation for rape 
victims withoqt eroding the 
hard-won- r ights  of  the 
Apartments 
IlilParasitst: 
To the editors " mm 
cri e hen. the person i§ how to avoid being isquoted.' 
innocent. ||§§ fg|? Certainly I, too, was-'M 
— —Brtice V. Griffiths humiiiated~4>uty^undor th«'fp^f 
1507 : A Brackenridge circumstances, what else buiUro>' 
inane topics could have been,)f;-| 
discussed? <J :C 
And so, there stood KVUET^ 
With a TRp — BIG DfeAL?|! î; 
KVUE gained nothing, theS3| 
students who came to learn ̂  
gained nothing, «id' Justice,^ 
Douglas went  back td |  
Washington with his speech...,, 
his back pocket. Majrbe nexbi^f 
time the local news media will ? ' 
keep their parasites at home 
and we can "get^un'ito^tlKi^ 
business of learning. • 
Patricia A. McCabe, 
DOONESBURY 
..ANpmrom mm 
IS 7H6 COMMUNB MAUI-  ̂
; JUANA PLANT, rr YIELDS 
1HE 0BST6MS6/N 
I NEU/ BN6LANP! \ 
SO THAT'S 
NmmiMARhJtMA, 
HUH? 8£RM 6BT SOME 
SHUTS OF THAT.. C£MMB 
see.. F.e AT & OF A £ 
SFCONP. , / 
UHV CAN'T VI 
ONE-OF THE TEACHERS EVEN 
CKlTlCI ZEPM41' Lt/NCH.'' 
..Si. 
ACROSS 
1 Soak up 
4 Cant of 
thieyes 
9 Music: as 
written , 
12 Organ of 
hearing 
13 Passageway 
14 Young boy 
15 Originates 
17 River in Ger­
many 
19 Cravats : 
20 Pintail duck 
21 Condescend 
ing looks 
.23 Scorched / 
26 Hostelries , 































9 Craftier '.r' 
10 Sunburn 
11 Fruit drink 
16 Ventilates 
_18 At this place. 
20 Conjectures 
21 Citrus fruit 
Answer io Yesterday's Puzzle 
fcilEB 




aara  anon araoa  
00  WHHHfSaH HE 
• use H@[a 
usanra  soea  
GJQSaH CiQB 
snsnera EncsraRE 
ra^ra  e lvz is r  ebe  
nrr ;R HHfci  
22 Growing out 
_ of 
23 Sects 
24 Wear away 
25 Lavishes 
fondness on 





31 Talks glibly 
33 Fruit seeds 
34 Need 
36 Showers c v 
37 Parsonage 
39 Cushions 2. 




43 King Arthur's 
lance 
44 Music: as 
written 











Feature Syndicate Dintr. by Vnited 
for Student Body 
THE ISSUES: 
5HE mo I HAP TOO 




KNOW IT HAD 
PURPLS AND 
WHITE FLOtUFfS.. 




CUCK! IT 5 TfME TO. (jyiT WHEN 
THEY EVEN CRITICIZE 
tfOUR, UHNCH ! 
m 
The Regents CrippM Student Owwnment 
Thn» >••'< »|l, i . ... 
I* Hit State W Tmw. CMMl W m—y wm fhw »• tht i 
0»»»iiiiiiiiiKiiiJ|il M |MI iiliihi iM *Mc* MM 
•nut W ywin< f Ih «>»<»iil». _ % '• .' ". - . . 
Aborti«Q* Should Be htfermed in the Health Center. ̂  
riwnMirWVMIirMa''nM 
^ ̂  1 Minn vniv iw nw pe>peee« 
Owwlmy «Mwm ore denied legal tights 
Shirf«i»li >1 tMlwirirj 0»»m> an hlfcilrf kf w/i »ili>i<t|il|iiiwi Mmilniiiili _ i. - * .. -i • - * -
„ TNw peMw aw* W <»wn«rf ifcwwiffc ufcrtof fcwuwMt H 
. mmmm, mm « • • • • • •  • • • .  '  • •  .  .  .  
Unfveraity antrance to MinerHiei is Oonied S&feBM 
O w f c f  m i l O O ^ B C O m f — e l m  
•" . M.. -.  f t r  l fW IMgiy Hwm »W»IPIW lewemjj  .  
MN FV IV BY INWEM WWRETI^NEW 
VOTE BOHN/PHES1DENT! 
:• '<-!• )Mt ft IhIk tyXM Malta. , 
In response to* the "recehf 
letter to the editor entitled, 
"Humiliation," perhaps we 
should look to KVUE and their 
temporary restraining order 
for responsibility for the 
fiasco which took place during 
Justice Douglas' speech . on 
Tuesday evening. This was a 
University function for the 
purpose of instruct ing 
students; therefore, WithoUtJSilS Art Masenm ĵj" 
*•» "IF t «'-? 
The University Reform Conliiion is a misnomer. Rather than V 
being a pi>liticcil coalition, it is a political clique created by San- $ 
dy Kress. RefWTrrcan only come from an unaligned candidal 
in an a II-out attempt to ..stop the "Mayor-Daley style machine'!^ 
that is the inevitable offspring of the Kress-Rohn bond. 
Here is the problem; Kress's revision of the election code^"' 
allowed pnly the top two candidates a spot in the runoff. One 
spot would almost certainly go to his hand-picked protegee>C? 
with only one unaligned reform candidate left in the race, the5-
URCsLYictpry w(,uld seem assuredp^he unaligned candi^atfr-7 
would have only one week to unite with other independents.! / 
This would seem hardly enough time for an an unaligned can- * 
didate—ttv-offer«vserious—challange to-the wel 1-financed j andr^— 
well organised URC. Thus the continuatiQn of the Kress politi^-
cal machine seemed assured: ^ 
In addition, Rohn and the URC slate benefited from the new5 
election code. The new code allowed the coalition to spend 
over 4,000 dpi la rs on its candidates, while limiting the indepen-^; : 
dent candidate to a sunr one-fifth that amount. '1 
On March 7 the URC's Lee Rohn made spurious references.;, 
about unaligned candidateFrank Fleming in the Daily Texan. 
As an example of the quality of her political rhetoric her quote 
is reproduced verbatim and facts that refute her generaliza- r 
tions are made available for aJI to read. ^ >v 
"Now that we are divided along issues of liberal and conser­
vative..." •-f,S 
Where are the liberal and conservative issues in this race? 
Prank Fleming has consistantly and forcefully advocated the^1 
foNow ing: academic reform, minority recruitment, student-
oriented board of regents, improved services in the Health^ 
Center, expanded womens athletics, reform in student 
government, and self determination in campus dormito--
ries. • 
rest 
Call 478-3471 Group Flights 
Before you make plans to go to 
Europe, don't forget your Travelers' £ 
Check. That is the type of Travelers' 
Check that Merit Travel can provide / ; 
fw you—a thorough checklist of 
everything you need to know before 
enibarking for Europe. Since our staff ^ 
has been to Europe almost as many 
times as Henry Kissinger, they know C 
all the ins^uktouts of European 
travel and will help you plan your ' 1$ 
' x So before you travel to Europe ' ;i; 
t year, first dieck with Merit Travel. 
Here's how to get there. 
Charter Flight 
-VIA CAPITAL INTERNATtOKAt AIRWAYS ^ 
May 3lMuly .11.-Dallas to Brussels— 
ParistoDallas s| 
Si Charter flight exdusively for Unt % 
versity of Texas students, faculty, ^ 
andsti^fandtheir immediate fami-' 
Ues. Price based on aprorata share :s4-
of the total charter cost ( 183 seatB)  ̂; 
The flight is aboard Capital Inter-
national Airways, an American 
. Certified Supplemental Air Carrieftfiffii 
whose dononstrated dep«ndabilih^K^~ 
_ has enabled it to 
beaUSGovern-$329.00 
mentcontractor. Ytf<,w,wv 
5; All Qlghts ottered ill coniunctiion widi U.T. Student Goverwneat Tout. 
11 1 '— 
VIA AMERICAN AND ICELANDIC JETS • 
May 19-August 19 (93 days). 
May 2&-July 25(62 days). 
May 28-July 11 (45 days). . 
May31-August21(83days)l - • 
Dallas to Luxem- am 
bourgto Dallas yO/ w«UU 
VIA DELTA AND ICELANDIC JETS " ^ 
May 19-August 19 (93 days). 
May 2SJuly 25 (62 days). 
May 29-August 15(75 days). 
May 3&-August20(83 days). 
x Houston to Luxem- AAQA 
bourg to Houston • // 
We can also help you with 
Student Rail Passes - Eurailpasses 
Eurailguide • Complete Selection of Mapapg 
Auto Rental and Purchases • VW Adventuras 
lists of Hostels- ForeignStu4y Programs^ 
Travel Insurance • 
Please inquire about our KLM 747 Group 
Space. 
Merit Travel 
2200 Guadalupe lei ' 
P.O. Box7040 lfcwA 
'...it will be a much clearer race. Frank will pick up the 
of the fraternity support..." fh: 
' ** A graduate of SamHoustonf 
State. Lee Rohn is. an initiated member of the greek sorority/, 
Kappa Delta cfnd "sweetheart" of a fraternity therei 
J-
"... and t should carry the women and liberal vote." 
I tried to present my views on the issues, and 
attempted to contrast them with those of the . 
other candidates, I was greatly disturbed > /|v 
when on March Lee Rohn stormed up to me on 
the mall, and waving one of my leaflets, said,> 
"who the helj do you think you are?" As a crowd of candidates 
and students gathered around, Lee called me " a real b...." for 
my analysis of her candidacy; Student interests require a 
responsible and level-headed spokesperson. I feel very strongly 
that Lee Rohn would not only be a detriment to the University 
liberal cause but also to the women's movement. "r^~ 
The system of political pay-offs and machine style tactics theyl=r 
hiive employed litis made Student Government the political 
tool of an elite few at the Law School. The Kress • " 
Rohn clique must be stopped 1 urge all student^ to join with me 
in supporting Frank Fleming. ~ 
<Ou»U> 7 
Jean Marie Kelly 
Do not be .misled into believing that this election is a division* -
between liberals and conservatives. The URC has arbitrarily^' 
stuck these nebulous labels on the candidates because they do-C; ' 
not give you credit for having the integrity to look into whatffj 
is really happening" The true division is between the self-seek^v 
ing fHiwer elite and your voice in the University. I have weigh-fe^ 
«?d the candidates disadvantages, I have considered their ad-, 




Austin, Texas 78712 
To get to Europe* simply crass the 
street v 
r 'k*-'4 
' f * 
rsl|tk«l A<ywtbifciwi>t *y 
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By MARK PEEL , „ 
^Spsxan Staff V/tite* , ; 
: The Longborn baseball 
team, coming off its first loss 
of the season last weekend to 
Rice, faces Texas Lutheran 
Col lege  (TLC) in  a  
doubleheader  a t  i -p .m.  
Tuesday in Seguin. -$fk. 
-,-J- • •••"^1 ifc-.gTOJ."-US.*C»' 
Texas took both games in 
the two teams' first meeting 
this season, 17-2 and 10-3. 
S in  those  games,  the  Horns '  
hitting was close to perfect, 
but  the i r  p i tching lef t  
something to be, desired. 
Coach Cliff Gustafson said 
now his pitchers are where 
they should be fn the season, 
but  h is  h i t ters  need 
improvement.' 
"WE'RE NOT hitting like 
we were then. Their pitchers 
are coming along real well, 
and we expect them to be a 
tougher 'team this time," 
Gustafson said. "In those first 
two games, we got a big lead 
and then slacked off, of course 
that was also their (TLC's) 
s$rst game-ofthe season.'l—-
V 'Texas '  17-game winning 
streak was halted in Houston 
last Friday with a 5-4 loss to 
the Owls. Saturday, Uie Horns 
bounced back to win the~final 
two games of the series, 3-2 
and 4-1. They are now 19-1 for 
the  season and 5-1  in  
conference play. 
Texas entered the series 
with Rice with a team batting 
average of .349, but now have 
• r 
dropped to a .327. Gustafson ' 
said he.isn't concerned with a 
team average, he just wants 
to imprpx^##., ovM-a.11 
hitting. ill 
"In a way, some good"win 
probably come out of that loss 
to Rice," Gustafson said. "It 
released the .pressure of a 
-winning streak, which "you" 
-don ' t  rea l ly  need in  
conference play and it sort of 
woke us up. We were starting 
to take too many things for 
"granted." 
IN TEXAS' and TLC's first 
outing, TLC pitcher Richard 
Vargas gave up 11 hits in the 
first two innings of the first 
game and hurler Bill Miller 
walked five Texas batters and 
hit another with a wild pitch. 
mm 
TIJC Coach Ray Katt jsays his 
pitchers have come a long 
way since then, and he is 
p leased wi th  thei r  
performance. TLC now is 2-7. 
for the season'^ 
"I think Tuesday's games 
will be a lot closer than the 
first two were," said Katt. 
™Texas is always a challenge 
for us, but I think we'll give 
them-a run for the money this 
time.'' Katt said.he will start 
Vargas and DavidDullnig on 
the  ^ mound in  the  
doubleheader, against the 
Longhorns. a-—--
Gustafson said he plans to 
start lefthander Rick Burley 
in the first game and Bobby 
Cuellar, a righthander, in the' 
second game in Seguin. 
KATT SAID his team is 
hitting "somewhere around 
. 160 for the season" but added 
that it did not reflect TLC's 
.over-all batting. "Our hitters";-] 
.are  real ly  a  lo t  be t ter  than our '  
average as ajtearo suggests," . 
said Katt. Is . ... . ;i 
Gustafson said t'he 
nonconferehce match with"" 
TLC isn't as important as an 
SWC game, but added his 
team will be playing, to win 
like .always __^_L 
"Right now, we're all in a 
slump together. Whether or 
not we win against TLC or win 
by as big a margin as we did 
last time depends on if we can 
get out of this slump and start 
hi t t ing  the  bal l , "  sa id  
Gustafson. ; . . 














important to both the consumer and merchant. Every buyer 
grants qualitv^for his money, gjjherefore both parties mustj 
answer one question: Is price important? You bet it is! In a 
e-market, supply and demand rule|JjA good merchant can 
ay iribusiness simply by_maintaining a competitive pric 
icyoen pol eficial to his customers. A good merchant who want 
his business to grow and prosper will do more 
Ml 
Our pledge is to offer you the finest stereo and quadraphonic 
equipment for your dollar. World famous brands, such as 
SANSUI, PIONEER, TEAC, JBL, DUAL and GARRARD, are 
°Ur 8*tenc' our warranty on all name brand receivers 




We will offer equal or better savings on more name brand equip­
ment than can be found anywhere else in the state of Texas. If 
you can furnish us with a genuine price quote from another 
dealer on equipment that we sell, we will meet or beat it, plain 
and simpie. If you are not satisfied with any purchase, bring it 





HERE TO BUY 
Sterling Electronics, of course, but we want you to shop the 




P. S. Beware of those who sell off-brand products at "LOW-
LOW" prices'^; They know what their products are worth. 
s R U N  
1712 IMon.&F r i. 10-8, Tues.-Thurs. 10-6, Sat. 9-6 






—Texan Staff fh«to by 0«vM We 
Texas' David Reeves prepares to slide against Houston. 
Sports Shorts 
The Texas weightlifting 
team finished third at the 
National Collegiate Olympic 
Weightlif ting Championships 
las t  weekend in  Upper  
Montclair, N.J. 
Montcla i r  S ta te  and 
Louisiana State -University 
finished first and second 
respectively. ^ 
Tim Tong earned the onTjr 
first place for Texas, winning 
the 114-pound division. Dan 
Gavito placed fourth in the 
123-pound division and Bruce 
Bachmann was third in the 
165-pound division, with Chuck 
Cook finishing 11th. 
Alex de la Cerda placed fifth 
in the 198-pound division and 
Don Lammers was 11th. 
• • • 
TORONTO (AP) - Gilles 
Grat ton,  g ,oal ie :  for  the  
Toronto Toros, took "off his 
clothes to pay o(f a debt 
Monday and became the  
World Hockey Association's 
first streaker. 
"I just took a few sticks and 
the trainer (Larry Ashley) 
said I'd have to pay for them -" 
if I didn't streak around the 
rink with only my mask and 
skates on,JJ Gratton said; "So 
I streaked a couple of times 
around the rink." 
• •• 
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) -
Bil l  Wal ton of  UCLA 
completed his three-year 
Pacific-8 basketball career 
with four records, including 
an average of 16 rebounds per 
game. 7 




NOW AT • 
19th and Guadalupe 
~ With Complete Auto 
Service 
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SlilHIMtilHi 
leading the Bruins into the 
NCAA tournament this week, 
just missed another career 
record. He had a Pacific-8 
field goal shooting average of 
.641, compared to the .642 
mark by UCLA's Kareem 
Abdul-Jabbar from 1967-69. 
Walton set Pacific-8 single 
season records  as  a  
sophomorefor totalrebounds, 
239, and rebounding average,, 
17.1 .  This  season,  he  
established another record 
with his 69.4 field goal 
average. 
• • • 
NEW YORK (AP)  -
Basebal l .  Commiss ioner  
Bowie Kuhn said Monday lie 
disapproves of the Atlanta 
Braves' plan not to start Hank 
Aaron in the season-opening 
ser ies  a t  Cincinnat i  and 
expects the veteran slugger to 
be in the line-up on opening 
day chas ing Babe Ruth 's  
home run record. -
Kuhn's announcement put a 
damper on Atlanta owner Bill 
Bartholomay's expressed 
desire to have the 40-year-old 
Aaron break Ruth's record of 
714 career home runs at home. 
The Braves begin an 11-game 
home stand on April 8. 
ALTERATIONS 
Zippers, Waists, Lengths 
We Are Now .Doing 
Outside Alterations of 
Easy Prices 
BOB ELLIOTT'S 
2426 Guadalupe On-the-Drag 
Open Thursday till | p.m. 
THE IDEAL MEAL FOR A 
BUT̂ SULLUKE ITpDO 1-
CHICKEN 
FRIED STEAKS 
RICH COUNTRt'GR0V/, FRESH 
TEXASTCAST FRENCH FRIES, 
TOSSED SALAD, CHOICE of DRESSING/ 
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I Rv ntRR RIBPdd . SM . By CHRIS BARBEE 
-M •' Teum Staff Writ* Hf 
'£f Streaking may, be lie 
fastest growing pastime on 
basketball team was formed 
iti November under the 
auspices of the Texas A&M 
Women's Sports Association 
basketball 
thfe Texas 
the Aggies take their «| 1 A/fA '• j-tVi |-jj-» • _i__• I 1 _ .«'• .v • "l"  ̂rtowxlvIC|Uvli <...M7cUll| U»C mKKIvw. JmKV • Vllcll
hiit wdmon't *ll?rre?1(WSA). The basketball team own cars to games, but unlike 
. <-®^®Kiate IS one Of 10 teams in tlw> thp> Hnrns tho Aotritui havo tn « is of he
basketball is fighting for equal association. 
Hi As • t»>« 
. Every Southwest Confer- women! 
ence school in Texas now is 
basketball. 
at Texas A&M. 
: Predominantly male A&M 
has a women's basketball 
team this year for the first Still unsatisfied, the women 
ume. \ _ —went to^ JohirK. Williams, 
• Research engmeers at A&M Texas A&M president! 
have been probing for a means Williams issued the WSA 
of beating the Longhorns at a 
sport for years. Last Tuesday, 
the Aggies' did it. ''Gig 'em 
Aggies" was the cry heard 
throughout G. RoMe White 
Coliseum, and it was "good 
bye to Texas University," as 
the A&M women put away the 
Texas women, 52-39. , 
$3,500, giving the program a 
total of $4,100. Of this amount, 
the basketball team was 
budgeted approximately $250. 
"THIS MONEY is used for 
paying tournament entry fees, 
which are usually $15, and for 
buying some of the gas for the 
cars when we go out ol town,' 
t e or s, t e ggies ave to 
vbuy their own uniforms, 
A&M's "On road trips we try to * 
js teams are hard stay in the home of one of the 
t<>r money. The WSA _j)Jayers or one of their family 
-participating rawoffltsrS^^raHoca^ to friends. We take bedrolls and 
Eaven the women be distributed equally among camp on the living room 
the 10 teams, but after some floors. Otherwise, we stay in a 
pressure, an additional $4<0Q . motel.. The mibney comes out 
was bestowed upon them,x the girls' pockets," Ms.-
^tton said. vcK- 0 #1 
\ MS. DON SAID all 10 of her 
Ifteam members have had prior -
' basketball experience. They 
;all played high school ; 
pbasketball, and since six of 
•'the players are freshmen, 
: th<$ really haven't been away 
( from the game as long as the 
»two juniors and two seniors. , 
k Another essential factor the' 
„ Aggies have is height. Hie 
i-- &^team^awaages Sr7, withone 
.rrfcK<•*;*& Hydair, bei%\rv 
4 l Ms. Auclair scored 17points 
?against Texas, and Rodney 
'Page; Texas' women's 
basketball coach said, "She ;: 
seemed to be at least 6-2." 
Although the Aggies haVe? 
the height and the experience, 
they haven't been able to put 
everything together. 
Presently, they have only a 5-8 . 
season record. 
But Ms. Don, who played 
eol 1 ege basketball for 
Southwest Texas State 
University where Hfte earned . 
bachelor's and master's 
depees in physical education, 
said the Aggies may change, 
their offense and defense 
: three or four times in one 
game. 
Although every SWC school 
Criticizes 
Fellow Cowboys 
*? MIAMI CAP) ^ Dallas 
Cowboy receiver Bob'Hayes 
says four teammates will be 
- marked men "looking out the 
corner of -their eye" if the 
National Football League 
Players Association strikes 
and they don't go along with 
•.it,; v . ,-v 
Lee Roy Jordan, Bob Lilly, 
Pat Toomay and John 
<' Fitzgerald have been quoted. 
as saying they would not 
strike. 
"If they are not going to 
back us, to hell with them," 
SaicTTIayes, in Miami to 
appear in Sunday's All-Pro 
Football Olympia. "They can 
feed 'em to the fish as far as 
I'm concerned. 
"I feel this way. If -a guy 
doesn't want to back us, why 
is he a_ part of it 
(association)? I just can't see 
why a guy wouldn't want to be 
part of something that stands 
to benefit his family." 
John Niland of the Cowboys 
said he would be surprised if 
the four didn't strike and 
explained most players in the 
league are still uncertain of 
facts in the upcoming 
negotiations. 
"From all the talk I've 
heard today, I feel like there 
is going to be a strike," Niland 
said. "And I'm sure it will 
take us right into the 
preseason. Both sides have 
strong positions. 
"The last time there was a 
strike, the Cowboys were in it 
100 percent... and I don't see 
why it wouldn't be the same 
way this time." added Niland. 
•eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee^ 
Z The largest .^e 
• ^ Selection of * 
1 RECORDERS! 
• in Texas • 
• from $2.25 up • 
•  Seeusfor  •  
• - Recorders & ' • 
• Recorder Music • 
• Amster Music t 
• .1624 Lavaca • 
••••••••••••••••••• 
^ihT^#MS%^Mi^'s;team, 
^t*:Ms. Don said conference 
women's competition will not become a 
reality soon because of 
financing. "We need to get off 
the ground in district 
competition first," she said, 
not foreseeable right jio^ 
find out about us." .' ' 
iSWC competition) is 
not foseeable rigiit now, 
although it has been 
discussed. I think it would 
hurt more than help the 
program. We are pretty 'well 
satisfied right now and are 
just trying to get publicity. 
Good publicity usually results 
in better funding," Ms. Don 
added.. . MZs' 
The women's teams 'are 
getting little cooperation from 
The Battalion, A&M's student 
newspaper; ''The best story 
they've run about us was after 
we beat Texas Tuesday/' she 
said. "We are starting to get 
guggft-stude\f 
Ms. Don is finishing her 
second year of coaching at 
A&M. She said she wanted to 
form a team last year bat 
could not get a court to 
practice on. ' -
"THIS YEAR I made a 
special effort to find a* place. 
We reserved part of the annex 
where intramurals are held 1 
and work out Monday through ; 
Thursday from 5 to 7 p.m./'* 
sjie said. 
'"Women's sports are on the 
upswing, said Ms. Don. 
"Basketball gives womeii a 
great opportunity to 
compete," she said. People 
are beginning to realize that 
women need competition, too, 
and that athletics in college is. 
not just a male phenomenon." 
WW5 




HOUSTON (AP) a. RiCe 
University Basketball Coach 
Don Knodel, who guided the 
Owls to a Southwest 
Conference basketbv 
championship in IW 
^resigned Monday. 
"I don't know what I'm 
going to do," Knodel said in an 
«iwUqcKtHed -
at the end ,pJ[,.a Rice sports 
luncheon, 
"This is not something that 
came up overnight. You don't 
just walk away from 
something you've been doing 
for 20 years and not have 
some feeling about - it,," Jie 
said. 
After making his surprise 
announcement, Knodel, 42, 
said he had no job in sight and 
was retiring from Coaching. 
"I tried to look at my life 
and where 1 am at now," said 
Knodel, who guided Rice to a 
tie for sixth in the SWC race 
this season after it was.^a 
unanimous pick for last, v? 
';•{ Knodel came to Rice in life? 
•'latter serving as an assistant 
coach at Vanderbilt. He 
started rebuilding the Owls' 
n three short years, Knodel | 
led the Owls to a 14-11 record 
and the SWC championship in 
1970. 
^ Despite numerous injuries 
and lost players, the scrappy., 
1974 Owls finished with a 
SWC record and were 11-17 for 
,the year. 
^ "I've been fortunate to hav#||, 
worked for two greaC>ll 
universities like Vanderbilr^ 
and Rice, and I have grea£ <,t 
feeling for what they 'stanc^ 













-Ar LEATHER SALE * 
Various kindi,tolor».75" ft. 
The Siberian Husky Club of. West Gloucester, R.l.» 
brought out carts when there wasn't any snow for its 
dog sled races, 
















A flame broiled all-beef burger heaped 
high with layers of hot cheese* lettuce, and 
onions - served on a toasty sesame seed' 
bun.." ir; 
GOOD ALL SPRING SEMESTER 
you save 23*--. -
with this coupon 
Limit 2 
PLUS " 
S^VE ENERGY AND SAVE $$ 
PRICE 
Your favorite brands & styles 
Recreation Committee. 
' Upper Guadalupe River 
- March 16 — 
Registration $7.50 Union 342 
For more information call 471-3616 
• 4 ** 
FREE ALTERATIONS 
THE SHOP FOR MEN AND WOMEN 
i,-- • 
a U.S. Navy Representative-
will be available to talk with you about 
NAVY PROGRAMS 
* Every Wednesday Morning 
at BEB 2nd Floor 
• Every Wednesday Afternoon 
ii:! at the NROTC Building 
Walk or ride your bike to Hill-Berts 
& get a free small drink with your 
food purchase 
The Ugly Place with the 
Beautiful Quality, Service, and 
•r.c Value 







Daily f- 34th 
Bob*Elltott 's 
2426 GUADALUPE • OPEN THUR. Till 8 
i -v :4 
You're there 
Everyday Low prices 
VARSITY CHEERLEADER 
J' 
32 sponsored by Long horn Band 
DEADLINE 
Any UT Student Eligible 
No Previous Experience Required 
• Go by Longhorn Band'Hall 
(Music Bldg. East, 500 E. 24th) 
To Sign-up and Get Information Sheet -
* Sign-up Deadline 4:00 p.m.. Tuesday, March 12 • tin 
t ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING. THURSDAY. W'.'' MARCH 14, 7:30 P.M.. BELMONT HALL 328 — 
ALL CANDIDATES SHOULD ATTEND 
"-sja 
• -Clinic far all Candidate* to Laam Taxaa Ch— 
Saturday" March 16 - Belmont Hall vi 
Co-Op Stereo Shop 
23rd & Guadalupe 
mAtm Questions 








Get in on the 
"rt C _ f t : 
^3 
L -i »- "• a « 'A * 
SUPER STREAK|N0"PEEPING! §. '-iBS 








C J t-~ 
:VT BE A STREAKER PEEPER 
WITH YOUR OWN STREAKING 
TEE-SHIRT FROM MURPHY'S «lJk V r 
SIZES: ONLY 
• » V/ x v /f 
COLORS: Grey'With Orange -
and White with Orange 
A RIAL STREAKING BARGAiW Ji, sAvir^f 
• Compare & Save^ 
BE ONE OF THE FIRST! W 
if 
H*NCOCt(CEMTERIkPEH îllO^Atrislo-SM mONB 453-72M 
"fe" 
' •' I 
IS&SjslIl 
•-•+ -? if -
RS* 
jf^ 
By IRVIN LIPPMANN 
Texan Staff Writer 
Beside the Rembrandt, 
etching hangs a framed toy 
poodle given to Gertrude Stein 
by Picasso. Wrapped, in 
plast ic  is  a .  Constable  
landscape. Below a box full of 
Japanese prints, is a luxury 
$%etHtiow of an illustrated.' 
!|;;4 manuscript by Rouaultv 
Relegated to vault and 
$s?s drawers on the fourth floor of 
4;- ,'the Academic Center are 
\ paintings, drawings, etchings 
and lithographs; all part of 
Vv the Iconography Collection, a 
branch of the Humanities 
Research Center. - ... 
Much of the collection Is 
pedestrian art of purely 
.academic interest: D.H. 
[Lawrence's painting of the 
"Pieta" remains significant 
because of the artist's literary 
genius, Peliks ^Topolski's 
portraits can be • considered 
6nlrintersstinmwtiUng.m 
becauseort^e^ 
depicted. The literary value 
supercedes the visual  
interest. 
'These works of art are of 
iconographic  meri t  — 
concerned With subject  
matter and meaning. As aids ; 
to the scholar of literature' 
they are invaluable. , . 
" "Bat among ^asir Topolskir 
and Lawrences and displayed 
a  long with Tennessee 
Williams' glass unicorn with 
the broken horn, aire works of 
art that stand on their own 
aesthetic merit. In exploring 
the strictly visual interest the 
Iconography Collection offers, 
the literary aspect will come 
sec ond to  the visual  
excitement. ' " 
Georges Rouault's (1871-
1958)  ser ies  of  e tchings 
publ ished under  the t i t le  
"Miserere" in 1948 is the 
quintessence of  the  
collection's artistic. value. 
$3M&&eeUtiaaiO{, R etchings . 
tdtiw Roaiult's recurrent 
theme of suffering humanity 
and the religiosity of man. 
The plates were originally 
made from 1911 to 1927 for two' 
books,  "Guerre"  and 
"Miserere." The text, to have •• 
been written by Andre Suares, 
was never begun. 
Rouaul t ,  as  d devout '  
of literature. 
. A fine collection that has 
been given to the University 
by Dr. Thomas Cranfill, 
professor of English, follows 
his philosophy that "quality 
posits a broad knowledge." 
The Cranfill Collection 
consists primarily of the 




















passion as a counter to man's 
t ravai l .  The heavy dark 
contours have an intensity of 
feeling that make Rouault the 
proponent of the purest fbrm 
of  expressionism.  He 
remained aloof from the Post-
Impressionist and Cubist 
artistic circles of the early 
20th Century, creating a, 
profound introspective art. < 
Since the collection began in 
the early '60s under the 
guidance of then-chancellor 
Harry Ranso.m,  the 
philosophy of acquisition has 
necessarily changed from the 
inception ot art tor literature. 
Toulouse Laulrec's childhood 
drawings and Joshua 
Reynolds' self-portrait can. 
unabashedly be appreciated 
for their aesthetic form. The 
works belong as much to the 
art historian as to the scholar 
American artists. But there 
are also a large number of 
Japanese prints by Hokusai. 
The - ever-growing collection 
now numbers almost 1,000 
works. - - - -r-.-
One of the Cranfill prints is 
"Viejita en el Camion," a 
woodcut by Angelina Beloff 
(1884-1970). Besides he? work, 
Beloff has been ndted lor her 
connection with Diego Rivera. 
Beloff, born in St. Petersburg, 
Russia, met Rivera in Paris in 
the late 1920s. There she lived 
with him in common-law 
marr iage,  exer t ing a  
txmsiderable influemx on hia 
art. 
Beloff came with Rivera to 
Mexico in  1932 and 
concentrated on easel  
paintings and engravings. 
"Viejita en el Camion" is a 
worlC of strong, determined 
mmwmff 
George Rouault's Self Portrait 
; MS! $1.00 til 5 Mon-Fri 
Riverside Twin Cinema 










12:30-2:00-3:30-5:00- 12:30-2:15-4:00-5:45-7:30-9:15 6:30-8:00-9:30 
l inear  pat terns  creat ing 
decorative spaces that are 
reiminiscent of the Oriental 
quality of Matisse. The linear 
structure, though hard and 
brittle, has a casualness that 
makes the old woman with her 
basket  of  c lothes  boldly 
endearing. 
The best  work-  in  the 
Iconographp%oilection have 
literary as well as artistic 
values. Some of the thousands 
of works find their way on a 
rotating basis to the Leeds 
Gallery on the fourth floor of 
t  h e  Ac ad em ic  Center  ;  
Present ly  an exhibi t ion,  
"Scholarly Writing," is on 
display with original paintings 
and writings by authors like 
Lawrence and Faulkner. 
LAST 
3 
2fflOHi*odi Dri»«—<5HH1 DAYS! 
3 ACADEMY AWARD NOMINATIONS INCLUDING BEST ACTRESS 
OPEN 1:45 
FEATURES 2-44-S-10 
REDUCED PRICES TIL 6:15-
(M0N.-SAT.) 
P NOMINATED fOR p@| 
2 ACADEMY AWARDS! 
TAKES OFF LIKE A BLAZING FOREST 
HUE, WITH * THRILL A MINUTE!" 
—flex Reed, N.Y. Daily Sews 
JOSEPH E.LEVINE presents 
GEORGE C SCOTT, 




" ' ,v- • J'• • 
"Lather; starring 
Stacy Reach;  
screenplay by Edward 
Anhalt (based on John 
Osborne 's  p lay)  
Eroilneejd .„!iLy -JSl,y._ 
andau; directed by 
Guy Green; at the Fox 
Theatre Tuesday only. 1 
By WILLIAM A. STONE JR. 
Texan Staff Writer 
"Luther," the sixth film in 
the "national theatre-on-
Jilm'' series, carries its 
weight with such tightly-
control led intensi ty  and 
planning that it transforms 
historical drama into an 
interesting and yprtljwhile 
exp^rienceif 
"Luther" has several things 
going for it. 
First, Stacy Keach stars in 
the role of Martin Luther, and 
performance :represents 
him well. Keach has been 
hailed as one of America's 
finest classic actors and after" 
watching "Luther," it's not 
hard to see why. . " 
AS THE VIEWER listens to 
Keach preach to the people on 
the virtues of faith in Christ 
and on the emptiness of the 
church and its practices, the 
viewer unavoidably senses his 
power and believability. 
• Keach also possesses " 
remarkable  capabi l i ty  for  
making his words (especially7 
his soliloquies) sprihg vividly 
to life in the mind of the 
listener. As Keach allegorizes 
and analogizes the failings of 
Chris tendom to human 





help but visualize and respond 
mentally to his words,;-, - • 
The entire action of ttfe fHnT 
takes place in a single setting; 
;'a studio-foiiltcathedral. 
this simple (ami at the same 
t ime tediously complex)  
staging for two reasons. One; 
he didn't want to make a 
"conventional" movie, and 
two. he didn't have the budget 
to do much of anything else. 
THE CATHEDR 
undergoes an assortment xtf 
different lighting changes and 
set decor, and it serves rather 
effectively as a monastery, a 
church,  a  Cardinal ' s  
chambers, a marketplace and 
so on. 
Green solves the problem of 
showing the "outside world" 
ibypresentinglit symbolitsMf 
as a blinding, white light seen 
through the doors  of  the  
cathedral. 
The story of Martin Luther 
(1483-154,6) is a' thought-
provoking one. A German 
priest and theologian who 
believed that "the just shall 
live by faith alone," Luther 
disputed the philosophy of the 
Roman Catholic Church that 
"good works make a,-good 
man." 
Through his  scr iptural  
teachings and argumentative 
writings, Luther unwittingly 
gave the CQmmon people of 
Germany a cause -r and the 
opportunity to raise up in 
arms against the tyranny of 
the Pope and-Church. 
KENNETH THREADGILL 
TONIGHT THRU SATURDAY 
Serving your favorite Boer and Wine Coolers, 
Sangria, and 21 varietie§ of Pizzas ^ v 
476-4394 2915 Guadalupe 
lEditor'i Nate: Dumb mud Dam Spivey, 
who prepared thii colamn, ire local1 
aitroloftri iptcialiiiag la natal ehirti, 
pcnonal Inlervlewt, aaalysU, and astrology 
clawes.) 
AMES: You are filled with a love of 
beauty, and a mystical experience 
may be yours. 
TAURUS: Your striving to realize 
material succevs may be tempered 
by a warm, Spiritual glow. ' 
GEMINI: Unusual conditions affect 




* »d»ic<lar* An Avco Embassy Picture jmlm 
TODAY $1.00 til l JO OM. • 1JO-3-JO-5JO-7JO-9JO 
Village 
tm WM JtadmM lm 4514S52 
ENDS TODAY! 




AU SCATS I. 
$1.00 " 
" Ttt 6»J*. 
6 IN COLOR Road 
6400 Bun* Rod — 465^6833 
OPEN  ̂1.00 Til SHOWTIME 
7 P.M. COME EARLY AND 
DINE WITH US 
CHARLES 
inAMICHAEL WINNER Film 








A GEORGE ROVHIU FILM 
"TJfE STING" ̂  
12:00-2:20-4:40*7:00-9:20 








$1.00 HI 5 M0N.-FRI. 
i) 




- Every Tuesday 
fUCKDANCIR'S 
CHOICE 
; Pitchen of B««r 
'i&VA mere $ 1.25 
relationships. There could be 
deception. Perhaps some psychic 
experience will occur.(, 
CANCER! There may be experiences 
today that you will be inclined to 
keep to yourself. 
ICO; Don't b* deceived where love is 
concerned. You tend to Idealize and 
seek perfection. 
VIRGO: There are many lessons to learn 
now about the illusions of "Ideal" 
home life. 
UBRA: Probably what's available to you 
in your sphere of experience seems 
unworthwhile to pursue. 
SCORPIO: You have a chance to gain 
behind the scenes If your ego will 
permit. -
SAGITTARIUS: Just now you may fritter 
a w a y  y o u r  e n e r g y  w i t h  
uriconstructiv/e and uncreative 
• imaginings. 
CAPRICORN: The desire to give, share, 
help may be misconstrued by others 
as being underhanded. 
^AQUARIUS: You are attracted to those -
i who are Jnyolved »)n*;behlnd-the-
scehes activities. 
PISCES: People who delve into the 
unknown come- -your way as you 
move along strange pathways. 
FeoturesHJ0-2:»5-4:00-5:4S-7a» 5:00-6:30-8:00-9:30 
$1.00 til 5 M0N.-FRI. 
"ELECTRA GLIDE 
IN BLUiu 
TIMES 1:00-3:10-5:20 |pQ, 




UST DAY "JIMI HENDRIX" 
0PEM 1:45 $1.00 til 6 p.m. 
HA. 2-4-44-10 








P AHAiVlUUNT .  




51.00 til 3 p.Wit 
2;45-5;Q5 
7:25-9:45 
Color by TECHMCOtORT 
S  T A T  E  
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A film by Ernie Pintoff 
*1.00 til 5 MON. FRI. 
PAT GARRETT I 
AND 




3 DAYS ONLY 
'A CINEMA MASTERPIECEI* 
—Time Magpxkie 
M flMRCAH HM MWRt 
[Last Two Performances! 
at 2 and 8 PM. 
The most commanding 
figure of his time. 
The most compelling 











4717 AIRPORT MVD. 
454*27111 
' 2100-A GUADALUPE 
474-2321 
An etectronic magazine 
of American pop culture 
with flashes by: 
Paul Krassner • Richard Pryor • 
Tha Ace Trucking Company " Lenny 
Bruce • JoanBaez* Rhinoceros • 
Ron Carey-Tull Kupterberg • Sha-
Na-Na 'AII«n6lnsberg-i.eonard 
Cohen • Malcolm X - Peter Max 
"Suspenseful shocking, 
blatantly jensational. 
Lust from A to Z. 
Not readily forgottenI" 




—- 'Undoubtedly a masterpiece...It 
: 'is, of course, a work of enor­
mous dignity, a landmark in 
motion picture*, 
—SATURDAY REVIEW 
"It is the most original, moving, 
—exciting-andimportantmovia 














 ̂ 9:00 ptm. 
BOX OFFICE OPEN 7:60 
SHOWSTARTS DUSK 
MMsnr auiKniK* - IM) 




CAROU KANE/«iw.»w«©ef RT YOYM^WTOWRHYL" PONICSAN 
•mm JOHNNY MA NOEL • «w~.wGERAlD AYRES - »^»HAL ASHBY 
**»«<•«« MM FROM COLUMBIA PICTURES 
* A QlVtStQN QF COLUMBIA PtCTURes INDUSTRIES INO 
AUSTIN 
! irl «iO 1 AVF 
$!XN) til 7 p.m 
RACSIt • 6:00-9:30 










IS HIRE" _ 
{(r-^»owcoto» 




TIL 6 P.M: 
MON thru SAT. 1500S. ASANT VALLEY RD 444-3222 
S ACAKMY AWARD NOMINATIONS SI* 


























mCfl" PrmlibvMovieW) A Paramount Picmr* 
ACRES OF FREE LIGHTED PARKING 
Prints by De Luxe' 
SHOWTOWN WEST 
SOUTHSIDE SOUTH 
A MOVIE THAT MAKU 
YOU gggL QOODt 
PIUS CO-HIT 
wwoxtigi 
. ... By CttN^ MOOI^ - ^-;a 
^The students gathered In the corner of the Star Room I* 
the Union Building, dimly lit by two small reflector floo4 
lights. A small record player was beating but soul music 
that reverberated against the empty walls: it was the 
<mly piece of equipment in the 
• ^esingle makeshift dressing room vj^^kedr'%hiit 
it is," Freddie said to Pace as he crowded in. All were ;, v».. 
Mvely, jwing, obviously excited about what they werth& ticket-sales arir-the *tmiy source Df Income. Since 
doing and intensely aware of the task they had taken on^ 
The six students were the cast for "Manchild in the* 
Promised Land" and the beginning of The Afro-American 
Players, Inc. 
Two years ago this month, the Afro-American Players; 
Guadalupe. 
/ NOT JUST another cultural center, the Players are an 
Instrument that extends and deepens the concept of the 
arts as a basic .human -right. "We shall function as a 
mirror, reflecting the strengths, weaknesses, anguish and 
beautiful spirit of a beautiful people, through the medium 
of theater," the charter states. 
As a nonprofit, community-based theatrical-company?' 
and loud <&llring. "The concept behind Voices is the„ 
utilization of the theater and the arts as teaching tools to 
develop black self-awareness and self-respect," DeVore 
stated ^ 
TWOUPCOMING productions involving members of 
this group will be directed by Dapo Adelugba, a visiting 
professor from the University of Ibaban, Nigeria. The 
plays will be produced by the University Ethnic Studies 
Center in collaboration with the Afro*American Players 
performing "Manchild" the Players have evolved into m,Oa Campus. Adelugba teaches a course entitled Modern 
writing their own material out of personal experiences as ^ Black Theater, jointly offered by the drama department 
llgand tiie Ethnic Studies Center at the Uhiversity.. 
were organized when six students in X)r. Geneva Gay's v 
Ethmc Studies Course (ETC 371) volunteered to read i • 
"ManchiTd ift a Promised Land," by Claude Brown. The 
purpose was for the students to teach the play to the 
class. They decided to teach it in a dramatic way, and 
acted it out. 
LATER, they performed it for another class, and then 
for a group of teachers from the Texas Education Agency 
at a workshop. Because the respcpisevps so good from all 
the audiences, "we decided to ft^m a coinpany and stay 
together," Charles Pace, one of the original six, said. 
Presently, the group is made up of approximately 40 
individuate iram UT, iluston-Till ' " " 
different ethnic groups: Jews, blacks, whites 
chicanos. However, all the plays are based on the 
"African and Afro-American idiom," said Pace. AAP is 
governed by a three-member board of directors, Glo 
Dean Baker, Pace and Freddie D. Gardener Jr. The 
Jheater is in the Methodist Student Center, 2434 
black people in a white society: 
Two of the three full three-act plays staged have been 
original: "The Ghetto: Don't Cry-Scream!" by the 
company, and "Four Women" by Glo Dean Baker. With 
the advice of Dr. Richard Bryne, the Players wrote, co-
directed and produced the program at the close of the 
National Civil .Rights Symposium at the Lyndon B. 
Johnson Library in December, 1972. -I 
<IN AUGUST and September, 1973; the company, 
produced "Purlie Victorius," a definite success. Recently 
the group brought Voices, Inc., a professional musical 
theater group irom New York City, to Austin to perform 
"Journey Into Blackness/' which historically traced the 
black man's life from the motherland to 20th Century 
America. 
ythe enough," Jesse DeVore, a member of Voices,, 
of - toti its audience, "to ]ust go around W Afmramfc 
and wearing a dashiki. You've got to understand the black 
history, culture and pride that go with those things." 
.. The show was a .class In black history, and the audience 
responded to the. company's driving rhythms, hypnotic 
dances and dramatic portrayals of the American black 
man, past and present, with hand-clapping, foot-stomping 
ip'i The two plays, written by Wole Soyinka, are^'-The 
fcfj,Trials of Brother Jero" and "Childe Internationale.' 
VJ Most of the scenes from "Trials" are religious, set on 
XXf beach In which the mbdes of worship are a combination o: 
•^Christian and traditional African practices. The centra 
figure is a con man who brings the "trials" on himself, 
\lx and whose "loyal assistant is charmingly gullible," 
; ̂ Adelugba said.; 
' "CHILDE" concerns a. 16 year-old girl in Nigeria wholjfl 
" becomes infatuated with western mannerisms af terfp 
attending a western school in Nigeria. She has, however,^ 
t an imperfect understanding of-Western ways, which she^|| 
<• demonstrates-during the holiday she spends with her|§| 
rMt3toui^ ^3*^ sympathettc, thef^ 
' play is given momentum by the comic conservatism of ' 
her father. Though the plot and characters are^; 
' international, the experiences are universal and "bound , 
' to appeal to American audiences," Adelugba stated. The^ 
two plays will be staged March 23-to 27 at the Methodist^' 
Student Center. 
w£Lee Rohn and Frank,' 
Fleming, candidates in 
Wednesday's runoff election 
for student body president, 
will debate on channel 24 at. Mo**., 
^midnight Tuesday. 
SuAls.o on channel 24,, 
'Wonder Woman," a made-
for-TV* film featuring the 
exploits of theTamed comic 
SO p-fn. 
7 PerMiie 
74 Movie: "Wonder woman" 
34 Mpvte: "Now You See Ite-
• VovOon'l" , 
7 GE Theater 
# |Mn. 
-9 Creativity and Modern.! 
H Mercw.Wetby. M.O. 
book heroine, airs at 7:30 p.m. 
Cathy Lee.Crosby, as Wonder 
Woman, helps U..S. 
intelligence craokf\~an 




7 Hee Haw 
9, 34 New* 
'5.,- I Dream pi Jeannle 
7 p.m, 
» Bill Moyerv Journal, 
"' 24 Happy Days ; 
34 New» 
9 Eye to E 
Jgglf i(hjo 
•# 34 Adam-12 
'our 
Wite" 
- 9 The Advocates 
24 Wide World of Entertainment 
34 Tonight Show 
itanteht 
24 Flemlng/Rohn Debated 
Your 
B.W. Stevenson,- the Texas 
singer-songwriter whose 
single "My Maria" brought 
him to national prominence 
last year, begins a three-night 
stay at Castle Creek Tuesday. 
"Buckwheat" hails from 
Dallas and first began playing 
professionally there in 1967, at 
a local club, the Rubaiyat. 
After a hitch in the Air Force,^ 
Xayier Darasse, one of 
France's foremost organ 
virtuosos, will perform a free 
public concert at 8 p.m. 
Tuesday in the Music Building 
Recital Hall. 
Darasse, a composer and 
conductor as well as a 
he returned to the Rubaiyat, 
where RCA producer David" 
Kershenbaum heard him and 
signed him to a recording 
contract. 
His first record, "B.W. 
Stevenson," was a regional 
success in the Southwest, as 
was his first single, "On My 
Own." His second albumf 
"Lead Free," . gained him 
performer, is; spearing as 
part of the Guep. Artist-Series: 
of the Department of Music. 
1 When not performing, 
Darasse teaches organ and 
composition at the University 
of Toulouse. He also is a 
cultural adviser and producer 
enough nationwide fame that 
he began making a number of 
tours, opening for such groups 
as the Allman Brothers, Seals 
• and Croft and Three Dog 
Night. 
Three Dog Night eventually 
recorded Stevenson's first 
national hit, "Shambala," and 
their version's popularity 
knocked Stevenson's original 
of musical programs for 
^French • radio and gives 
summer master classes in 
France and Belgium. 
The program for Tuesday 
includes works by 
Clerambault, Boellmann, 
Franck, Alain and Dupre. 
>t % „ 
off. Jhe charts. "My Maria" 
fol lowed,  however,  and 
Stevenson finally had his own 
Top-10 record. 
Tickets for Stevenson's 
performances at Castle Creek 
are .available at  Inner 
Sanctum and Discount  
Records for $3.50. 
fi. 
Presen« WA.FUM. 
RAY WIUIE HUBBARD 












Angela & W.C. 
BEVO'S 
. 'Mi WmI Sicki Tap 
Mixed Drink* 
. 24th and Rio Grande 
Open Daily for Lunch 11:30 
2 for I Mixed Drinks till 6:00 
38th and 1H 35 452-2306 i 
^ •: CU. »$> 
nmibth 
EV3SRYONE ADMT1 I FREE TONia 
It's Corning... 
'74 
Watch For It! 
NO COVER MON.-THURS. 
OPEN I p.ni ^ ' - Itth/Lamar ' 477J7I3 
TONIGHT-THURS. 
3 DAYS ONLY 
B;W. 
Advanced tickets at Ditcount Records t Inner Sanctum 
SAT. JIRRY HFMMLJCER S BIRTHDAY PARTY -
The Best Pizza 
in Town (Honest) 
1926 E. RIVERSIDE 
~ Happy Hour HiBglls 50c 
Monday thru Thursday 5-7 
Tonight js BLOODY MARY NIGHT 
We make 'em by the pitcher • Hot 'n spicey 
SAN ANTONIO 
FRI., MARCH 15 
, \ 8 p.m. 
MUN. AUDITORIUM 
Tickets in Austin 
Raymond's Drug No; 1 
X0 Call: 476-1090 










'i: ^ CATHERINE DENEUVE 
WINNER BEST PICTURE VENICE FILM FESTIVAL 
. KKRT MMTWMO NMM fmwI CttWW KKM • JtMiOBl • «KMl MCDU « * Mo lr UM Hm|| 
LLC 06 JUUK tatK M-rttf wart % JOffrmtfflft ^Acatfusf • Sowyliy IttS MMUQ. JEM 
uuk ctWK «* cnwnt net nm aiinm • imkcco uih • (mwoix ruut • wcm wm • nmutii 
•w n turns hucmi m rrans iuiKM • ustiiw out • t mmit *4 uwm hum MadiM 
>1MWDMtBTt 1 woo«««»nmmnmAUQ**ca*U^SU i X 
. .  . . . :  . . . - j  J ;..L;;. - .. > :• -W 
Tonightl 





4 Service of the Department of Radio/Televfsion/fitrn m 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••a** 
i IMHHE SdEEI11 & 2 : 
S 21»t & Guadalup* Second Uv«l Dobie Mall 477-1324 2 
»••••••••« 
SCREEN I 
Just th« way you like them. 
"IF YOV ARE A HINDU, YOU CAN BE SUBUME. 
IF YOU ARE A CHRISTIAN, YOU CAN BE SUBLIME. 
IF YOU ARE A JEW, YOU CAN BE SUBLIME. 
BUT IF YOU ARE NOT SUBLIME, YOU'RE A NUT." 
Perfect with Pizza... Try it! 
FEATURING: SUSIE PRICE 
Coming Wednesday: Open Audition 
Good time jam session for all . 
H0W.T0 FIGHTISACK: 
I LOO FOR ONE 
5^41*50 F0* BOTH 
SCREEN II 
ALLEN kt£iN 1 
A ' 
Hit* 
- • • -y  A  r  rj- v,  p-jr v®. * V r _ 
A FORUM IN INDEPENDENT ! 
POLITICALACTION 
" Tr" . . , , -





LEADER OF BLACK COMMUNITY 
STRUGGLE AGAINST POLICE TERROR; 
IN DETROIT, 1973 SOCIALIST 
WORKERS CANDIDATE FOR MAYOR 
OF DETROIT 






rttCHEi- fl PHltiffE |/ ̂ uco 
iiM £'&20$i 
7:40 9:50 - $^S0 
' 







r '>.• " 
1J t 
ills HOUNiSS wm 
RAZA UNIDA PARTY CANDIDATE FOI) 
.^CS STATE REPRESENTATIVE. PLACE 4 
if " OlMrJ'A Chicano Perspective 
TUESD r̂̂ tlftCI?! p.m.̂ lb#4!!! 
Sponsored by: SOCIALIST CAMPAIGN COMMITTEE 
1 1 " ' 
BHAJAN 
Beatles Festival 
. ^ UNION MAIN BALLROOM # 
^THURSDAY, MARCH 14, 7:30 P.M. 
Sponsored by University 3 H O St Donation, 
? |  '* 
B- i'A -Hard 
Is "Yellow Submarine" 
m 
,ir "Help" ,S'Let Ij, Be'U _ 





15 word minimum 
toch word one ilfne ,..v^K;.«" 5 .10 
Each word 2-4 times S .09 
Each word 5*? times S .07 
Each word 10 or .more times >.06 
Student rate each time .75 
Classified Display —_ 
I col- x one inch one tirmie $2.96 
i col. x one inch 2-9 times .... S2.66 
I cot. x one inch 10 or more times 
S2.37 
DCADUttf SCHRHAI 
Monday Texan Friday 1.00 p.m: 
Twidoy T«xan Monday ' 10:00 «.m. 
Wednesday Titan Tiieedoy .10:00 a.m. 
Ttniriday Tiictn Wediwtdoy 10:00 a.m. 
fridoy Texan Thwrtday 10:00 a,m. 
"In the evtnl ef mon Modi in an 
advertisement, imm«dkite netke must bt -
rdjwsMieaH thmid be mode tw«'>tat«r 





LOW STUDENT R 
IS Word minimum each dS. 
each additional word each day 
) col. x one inch each day ... 
"Uiiciassifteds'' I line 3 days 
. (Prepaid, No Refunds) 
Students must show Auditor's 
.receipt and pay in advance in TSP 
Qtcfu. 3,200 ( 25th & WhitUUrom « 
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Monday through 
Friday. 
FOR SALE FURN. APARTS. M FURN. APARTS. SERVICES HELP WANTED FOR RENT TYPING 
FOR SALE 
Three Geese Antiques 









"See us at-6324 N. Lamar for custom built, 
alt aluminum and wood-aluminum pick­
up camper tops. 
Start at SI59.95 
We will build any design, any color. 
452-3800 
WILL.SELL to best olfiar: Girls 3-sp 
bicycle,: lamp, room divider, shelves,! 
pictures and stereo. 477-0969, 471-4209. 
•7VCHEVY VAN. 30,000miles; Posl-trac, 
new reartires, good on gas, 13,000. 441-
; 0747. 
QUICK TOUT,' 
South/Lake & City view, split, quiet 
study area. 3 br, sprinkler, a picture 
book home. Priced forties. 
PEMBERTON BRICK 
Luxurious 8 room, 2 studies, M acres 
wooded. 





Your time is valuable 







V . I . P .  
APARTMENTS 
33rd t. Speedway 
Walk UT or Shuttle at door. 
Split level luxury living. Beautiful studio 
unit; designed for 3-5 mature student?. 
New .contemporary .decor. .Walk-ins, 
pool, cable TV, shag carpet. Quiet 
elegant atmosphere. 
King'size one bedrooms also available. 
LeaJtnafor Summer and Fall 
-- OrasticalTy-rsduced-^urtimer rates 
r—— -No call»6fierT:00 p.m. 
TANGLEWOOD 
•'V WEST 
l_Br, Pum. $145 «' 
2 Br. Furn $190 1 
: Dishwasher - Shag Carpet -. 
Central Air & Heat 
1403 Norwalk 
SHUTTLE BUS CORNER ' 
- 472-9614 
THE WILLOWICK 
' . Live in Wooded Seclusion 
Larger Apartments with shag carpets, 
modern furniture, accent wall and con­
venient central location. 
2-. 1 Bedroom . 
S54S. uniurniihe6 furrilsfiBO" 
- '2 Bedroom ' 
SI78 unfurnished $198 furnished 
All Bills Paid 
M0 South First St. 444-0687 
LE MARQUE 
Close to campus. Luxury efficiencies 
$115, one bedroom S130, two bedrooms 
$170. pool, sundeck, fully carpeted, cen­
tral air and heat; — 
302 W. 38th 
451-6533 452 
Central Properties Inc. 
am. 
LOOKING FOR AN APT.? 
, Choose from over 10,000 units, -
Advantage Point Apt. Locater 
Free 
451-8242 - No fee. 
NOW LEASING new efficiency 
apartment. One semester or longer. 
jUS/month. All bills paid..2700 Manor 
Rd.; 077.-4118. 2504 Manor Rd.; 474-2201. 
MINI APARTMENT. Open beam-" 
ceiling, shag carpet throughout, all built-
in kitchen, color coordinated. CA/CH, 
pool, near campus. 4000 Avenue A. 
4134.50-bills paid. 452-5533, 451-4533. 
•Central Pftsptfttw: \nc.' - " ""T 
EFFICIENCIES: $115 plus electricity. 
Pool, AC, carpet, paneling, no pets. 
Huntington Ville. 44th and Ave. A. 454-
8903. I 
SPACIOUS 2-BEDROOM furnished 
apartments. Good location, near 
campus, shopping center, and shuttle 
bus. All bills paid. For more 
information, call 454-9475. 
NEW THIS WEEK! Ponce de Leon III, 
22nd and San Gabriel. Extra large two 
bedroom, two bath ^apartments A0P7 
Most outstanding apartments In the 
university area! Call Rod Wetsel at 472-
472-8 8941 , qr t 1 253. 
WALK TO CAMPUS 
Reasonably priced. Large one bedroom 
apartments available. Carpeted, 
CA/CH, pool, sundeck, built-in kitchen. 
477-5540 or <77-7451 
311 East.31st 
478-6776 451-6533 
Central Properties Inc. 
SOMETHING DIFFERENT 
Efficiencies with elevated separate 
bedrooms plus enormous one and two 
bedroom contemporary apts. with every 
convenience, furnished or unfurnished. 
OAK CREEK is environmentally 
oriented and offers a creek that winds 
through the community convenient to 
campus 8, shopping and conveniently 
" ' ' i SI25. IS - " 
S149.50 ALL BILLS PAID. 1 bedroom 
furnished, CA/CH, built-in kitchen, near 
campus. 4307 Avenue A. 451-4533, 451-
3840. Central Properties Inc. 
SIX. BLOCKS from Law School; 2 blocks 
•shuttle bus. One bedroom) $135. AC, 
carpet, dishwasher, jllsposal, walk-In 
closets. 32nd and Interregional. 472-3995. 
MINI APARTMENTS, also one and two 
bedrooms. Close to campus. Fully 
carpeted, CA/CH, rich wood paneling, 
pool, all built-in kitchen. From $119.50. 
4200 Avenue A. 451-4533,454-4423. Central 
Properties Inc. 
STEPS TO UT, 1 8, 2 bedroom 
efficiencies. Nice poolarea, study room, 
oriental furnishings. From $139 ABP. 405 




TOP CASH PRICES paid for diamonds, 
.old gold. Capitol Diamond Sbop. 4018 N. 
Lamar, 454-4877.' 
YAMAHA GUITAR SALE. Free case 
with every guitar, Amster Music, 1624 
Lavaca. 
GUITARS AND OTHER FRETTED 
instruments repaired at reasonable 
prices. OUDS, LUTES, DULCIMERS, 
etc. Custom built. 20% discount on all 
"strings. Geoff Menke - Amster Music. 
1524 Lavaca. 478-7331. 
WE RENT CAMERAS, lenses, strobes, 
tripods, projectors. Polaroids, et cetera. 
Rental Department, Capitol Camera 476-
3581. 
GUITAR REPAIR, new and used 
acoustics, electrics, amps. Discounts on 
strings and accessories. THE STRING 
SHOP, 1716 San Antonio, 476-8421. Tues.-
Sat. 10-4. 
.IRISH SETTER, registered. $85 for 
female, $100 for male. Call 442-1090 after 
five and weekends. 
OVATION stee(. string acoustic guitar. 
Must sell to repay loan. Penny, 442-0782. 
BOXER PUPPIES. Handsome, spunky, 
lovable companions. AKC, quality line-
bred. Impressive pedigree. Healthy, 
alert. Shots. 267-1336. 
ORNATE BRASS BEOS. Polished, with 
side railings. Just arrived. Doubles and 
singles. Sandy's. 506 Walsh. 
THUNDERBIRD 1965 for sale. 1970 
engine; complete power; good condition. 
Best offer over $300. 478-3196. 
MARTIN D-28 guitar. One year old. Sell 
with hard, soft, or no case. Call for 
details. 836-4143. 
CAMERAS 30%-50% Off. Canon Ftb 
. bl.2. list $534, only $282. Camera 
Obscura, - 478-5187 evenings. 
BankAmericard. MasterCharge. 
'44 TRIUMPH SPITFIRE, new carbs, 
starter, seats. $550. Must Sell! 472-5954 
. after 6. 
, 1970 CAMARO, 3-speed. Excellent 
. condition, good gas mileage. Call 476-
, 2443. 
! TRIUMPH GT-6plus. 1970, 28,000 mitev 
i mint condition, with overdrive (27 mpg), 
, Michelins, complete service record. 
, Serious inquiry - 453-3334. 
* ATTENTION MARRIED "STUDENTS! 
, Want economical housing? W by 52' new 
, Moon mobile home located in UT Trailer 
„ Park. Evenings, 474-2591. 
; BEST BUY IN TOWN: 1973 Pontiac 
. Grand Prix, loaded. Leather top. $3,800. 
; 451-5944 
' MINIATURE SCHNAUZER pu 
AKC regiifen 
Male/Female nso: 444-9)09 after 5 
weekends. 
AUTOMATIC CAMERA. Minolta 
Himatic 7s with Kauo electronic flash. 
Asking $130, 471-1381. 
SURF BOARD - $25. Gibson classical 
guitar with good case. 477-2674 call 
anytime. 
'46 CHEVROLET PICK-UP 4cyl. in fine 
shape with camper and lots of gear. $600 
288-1050.. _ 
'66 PLYMOUTH FURY. 318 V-8, 
automatic, air, PS/PB. Runs well. 453-
8779 after 3 p.m. 
AKcTriSH SETTER puppies. Healthy, 
friendly, 2 months old. Shots, wormed. 
$100. 476-5439 after 5, weekends. 
50NY TC Dual Capstan Drive Auto 
1 reverse cassette tape deck. $150. Eddie, 
' 454-9089 after 6 p.m. 
LIKE NEW BSR 810 turntable with 
• •I'l'wi"^ u*e<'only s'x months. $125. 
t 35 MPG! '45 Opel Wagon. Refrigerator 
• white Economy Box. Needs some engine 
• *>prk. $250 476-2903 Rev. 
' SUNN CONCERT BASS Amp (2-15" 
•_ Altec speakers), Giannini Craviola (12-
i String HaHan guitar J1 microphones and 
' 472<M0211Ke"an'OUS sound equipment. 
.* : '• 
i 1973 CAPRI 2600, 13.000 miles, 
, FM/cassette stereo, AC, vinyl too 441-
, IMS. 258-5121 ext. 371. 
ESTRADA 
'APTS. 
Has vacancies, 1 and 2 
; bedroom 
1801 South Lakeshore Blvd. 
Phone 442-6668 
QUIETENFI ELD-ARE A. One bedroom 
454-6394 Central Properties Inc. 451-65ST wjth buiit-lns, vaulted ceilings. Small 
community living. $139.50 plus 
electricity. 801 West Lynn. 477-8871, 472-
" 4162. Barry Gillingwater Co. 
WEST AUSTIN Brand New 
Efficiency. 5 minutes to down­
town and shuttle bus to UT. 
Call today for your choice of 
color schemes. 
472-0558, 4728278, 4766707 - unit 
7551 
$129.50 
All Bills Paid 




476-6707, unit 7551. 
TWO BLOCKS UT 
One la rge bedroom 
apar tments .  CA/CH,  
carpeted, cable, dishwasher, 
covered parking, laundry. 
ABP $142.50 
477-8146 2101 Rio Grande 
POSADA DEL NORTE 
Save money. Come live with us. For the 
next three weeks only get your $100 gift. 
Young manager and tenants. Club room, 
volley ball court, private parties, shag 
carpet, one and two bedrooms, flats and 
tow^ouses. Shuttle bus. 
452-5324 
2506 Manor Road 
Students Welcome 
Walk or bicycle to class 
Efficiencies only 
$50 deposit 
Lowest Rates in town 
Going fast! 
S124 bills paid 
474-5550 477-3651 
KENRAY Apartments and Townhouses 
under new ownership, 2122 Hancock Or. 
next to Americana Theater, walking dis­
tance of North Loop Shopping Center 
and Lutoy's. One half block from shuttle 
ind Austin transit. 2 bedroom 
tpwnhgtjsev p»tra large Two bedroom 
fiats, one and two t>atT>s.XA/Xn^, dis­
hwasher disposal, door to door garbage 
pickup, pool, maid service if desired, 
washateria in complex See owners. Apt. 
113 £r call 451-4848 
WOODWARD APARTMENTS 
1722 E. Woodward Office 107 
444 7555 
I, 2. or 3 bedrooms 
•unfurnished or furnished 
Fcom 5140 - S265-
2 swimming poofs, playgrounds, 
washateria. lighted grounds, 5 minutes 
to UT, mmutes to B;A.F.8., steps from 




Large 3 bedroom duplex townhouse in 
convenient Northeast Austin, WD conn., 
vaulted ceilings, orange shag, fenced 
yard, large walk-tns. 64138 Auburn. 926-
6*14, 472-4162. Barry Gillingwater Com* 
pany. 
ELEVEN POOLS 
EFF., 1 and 2 
BEDROOMS 
FROM S132 ALL BILLS 
PAID 
A new concept in apartment 
communi ty  l i v ing .  F ive-
architectural styles, choice of 
furniture styles, color coor­
dinated throughout. CA/CH, 
all built-ins, available unfur­
nished for $120 all bills paid. 
1501 K inney Ave.  No.  I l l  
451-6533, 447-3983 




Huge 1 & 2 Bedrooms turn, or unfurn. 
with large walk-ins, beautiful landscap­
ing. From S154 ABP. 1100 Reinli. 452-




Apartment living v? block from Campus 
Individual applicants matched with 
compatible roommates 
2910 Red River 476*5631 
A Paraqon Property 
ASK TO SEE 
OUR BRAND NEW 
I've Got a Secret Apartments. 
Located in the heart of UT 






NORTHEAST NEAR SHUTTLE, 
Highland Mall, 8, Capitol Plaza. Large 1 








EFFICIENCIES ON SHUTTLE, $129.50 
includes shag, complete kitchen, 
CA/CH. Small community. 4204 
Speedway. 452-0986, 472-4142. Barry 
Gillingwater Co. 
SEMESTER LEASE. Large new I S. 2 
bedrooms with shag, icemaker, 
clubroom, TREES. Secluded location in 
Northeast off Manor Road. From $159 
ABP. 2402 Wheless Lane. 924-4202, 472-
4142. Barry Gillingwater Company. 
ENFIELD AREA. One bedroom with 
every extra. Furnished or unfurnished 
from $139.50 plus electricity. 807 West 
Lynn. Barry Gillingwater Company.'477-
7794, 472-4142. 
GREAT PEOPLE! Brand new two 
bedroom apartments, completely 
furnished. Frost-frei refrigerator, self-
cleaning oven, dishwasher, $149.50 
monthly, $7S deposit. Convenient 
Bergstrom and Highway 183. Students , 
and families welcome. Manager 385-2043 
after 4:00. 
PEACEFUL WEST AUSTIN. Colorful 
efficiency. Shag, complete kitchen, near 
Enfield shuttle. $139 ABP. 1211 West 8th 
(off Blanco) 474-1107, 472-4142 Barry 
Gillingwater Company. 
FLEUR DE LIS. 404 East 30th. Mature 
student. Lovely one bedroom. Walk to 
campus. Shuttle. Summer rates. 477-
5282. 
COLORFUL MINI apartments on 
shuttle. Two locations, two designs. 38th 
and Speedway area. Convenient to 
downtown and city bus. From S119-S124 
plus electricity. Barry Gillingwater 




• 1 Block Campus 
• Free Parking 
« Laundry Facilities 
• Quiet 
> Maid Service 
• All Bills Paid 
SOUTH 
Four people suites; 2 bdrms, 2 
baths, living room, dining 
area,  k i tchenet te .  Pr iva te  
Rooms Available. - -
1908 University Ave. 
478-2185 
TREES & VIEWS 
Nice 2 bedrooms furn. or unfurn. only 3 
min from downtown. 5 min. from UT. 
Large walk-ins, extra storage, private 
balconies, lots of glass. From $179 plus 
E OAK KNOLL. 420 South 1st (use 
Timbercreek entrance). 444-1249, 472-
4142. Barry Gillingwater Company. 
$155 ABP 
1 bedrooms 
shag - paneling 
giant walk-ins - balconies 
Spanish furnishings 
2423 Town Lake Circle 
444-8118 472-4162 
Barry Gillingwater Company 
TWO BLOCKS 
TO CAMPUS 
MONTAGE APARTMENTS have one 
bedroom apartments near campus on 
shuttle with independent AC. $134.50. 
2812 Rio Grande. 477-2977 
REDWOOD EFFICIENCIES. Near 
campus and shuttle. Shag, full kitchen, 
smafl community living. $145 ABP, 403 
West 38th. Barry Gillingwater Company. 
472-4142, 454-8576. 
1 BEDROOM $139. Nekr campus and 
shuttle, conyenient to downtown. New 
furniture, pool. 407 West 38th. Barry 
Gillingwater Company. 472-4162, 454-
8576. 
TARRYTOWN. ONE BEDROOM. 
Mature single, due to special 
circumstances. All bills paid. Only $125. 
459-7950. 
ONE BEDROOM Apartment - $155.00. 
Luxury, extra nice, close to campus, 
shuttle bus. Warwick Apartments. 2919 
JWesI Avenue- 474-17J2-
NORTHEAST. Huge one and two 
bedroom. Complete kitchens, lots of 
storage. From $125 plus electricity. 1402 
East St. Johns (by Reagan High School) 
~ "iilii 454-1583. 472-4162. 
Company. 
Barry G lingwater 
MOTOROLA TV, terrific buy for $25 22" 
screen. 476-9078. 
1348 CADILt-AC-HEAgi6, largest-car 
ever made inow Exiton you can stilt 
afford gas. Completely restorabte* Have 
most new pirts. $695. 476-9078. 
APARTMENTS 
1, 2, and 3 
1 & 2 Bedroom Efficiencies-
Full kitchen 
CA/CH, carpeting 
Large waIMn closets 
Oriental furnishings 
Study room 
Peaceful courtyard with pool 
ROOMS 
, OvAJion steei string acouilic guitar.' 
Almost new.: Must sell. Penny, 442-0782. 
FEMALtTlRISH SETTER pupi, AKCr-
bedroom apartments. 
Offer the solution to 
your housing. 
Th» WH 
"Only steps to shopping 
405 East 31st 
472-2147, 472-4162 
«:• JM' 
y Xerox or IBM ^'IMMEDIATE OPENINGS for young 
persons who would like to jfork In a new 
massage parlor in North Austin. Ask for 
Slgne between 10 a.m. to 12 midnight.' 
' Friday and Saturday till 1:00 a.m. 451-
9190, or come by at 1104 Koenig Lane, 










Holiday House No. 1 
Part-time production worker needed to 
work nights. Must-be-able to work some 
weekends. Excellent position for college 
students, due to ouf scholarship 
program. Apply at 1003 Barton Springs 
- Rd. between 5-7.p-m- daily. 
FOR RENT. Ten acres pasture, ten 
miles south. Some shtiter horse* only. 
Call evenings. 447-3459. 
COMMERCIAL SPACE for immediate 
occupancy. 1000 sq. ft., 600 ft. 
downstairs, 400-on the mezzanine. 
$275/month (Include* utilities ior firm 
with established credit). ,J.B. 
Hightower. Trj-Towers North. 476-7636. 
PORT ARANSAS - Spring Break; 
anytlme • large house for rent. $30 dally, 
$160 weekly, sleeps 20. Call 1-SI2-7494M3 
evenings. 
UNICOM 202/SR computer - addition, 
subtraction, multiplies, divides, log 8. 
trig functions, roots, powers, memory 
charger. 472-9699 
TUTORING 
42 Dobie Mall 476-9171 
Free Parking 
Open 75 hours a week 
COPY SHOP II 




LOCK, STOCK & 
BARREL RESTAURANT 
Has "openings for Lunch Waitresses, 
Cocktai I Wa Stresses, Hostesses, Waiters, 
Busboys, Kitchen helpers, C90ks, and 
Bartenders. Full or part-time. Phone 
daytime 454-6307 tor interview. 
MATH - '.TU TORI N/G 
understand. 476-0757. 
that you can 
FRESHMAN CHEMISTRY and Biology 
tutoring. 472-4388 after 5 p.m. 
ASTRONOMY, PHYSICS, MATH 
tutoring. Experienced tutor with 
master's degree^ In astrophysics. Call 
Martin anytime. 441-6141. ' 
UNCLASSIFIED 
North of 27th> 
Guadalupe 
Typing, Multilithing, binding 




with or without pictures.-
2 Day Service 
.472-3210 arid 472-7677 
•Stf - *W«4emp<«ji -
TYPING 11 











Save Time - Save Money 
Next to Gourmet on the Drag 
Kalograph 
Printing 
COWBOYS AND HANDS WANTED for 
New York camp. Wrangler-counselors 
h Chaparral Ranch, Rt. 
It, N.Y. 
apply now: Hig  
23C, East Jewet
- PROBLEM- — -
PREGNANCY 
Austin Maternity Counseling Service 
offers residential and non-residential 
programs. Located 2 blocks from UT 
campus. 510 West 26th. 472-9251. 
We have been in this business 
• for 50 years _ ... 
EVENING BUS HELP - dishwashers 
needed. $2.25/hour. Apply In person. 
Polonaise Restaurant, 1122 Colorado • 
23rd floor. .. ... 
loving person for 
3'/i, 4 (In I 
FREE RIBBON 
• With any typewriter or 
adding machine repair. 
Reasonable rates. 




Free pick-up and delivery. 
4" copies*. 
PRESS ON , 
THE TEXAS UNION 
COPY CENTER 




'til midnight every day ? 
Information Center 
*  Xerox ,  Transparenc ies ,  
Multilith 
WANTED MATURE ... 
child care. Ages 3, ft 6~ f  school). 
Keep house neat. Call Lucy Todd, 475-
6395, 8-5. After.5:30, 447-3876. 
NEED.LABORERS and helpers on large 
apartment project. Call Bob Kendrick 
after 6 p.m. 441-0663; 
WAIT-PERSONS WANTED. The Back 
Forty's Steak House. Apply in person. 
501 East 5th. 
MISCELLANEOUS 
'70 Toyota, $900,453-8211 after 7. 
House plants save money. 474-1100 
Schwinn 10-speed 476-4282. 7 p.m. 
Is there G;S.U. at UT? Call 471-1381 
New backpack 8> frame 477-4477 
Classical 78rpm records 478-9954 
. Read Velikovsky's Worlds in Collision 
Refrigerator $25.476-7889 ~ 
God needs a water heater. 451-2403. 
Professional Resumes 
No Hassles Scientific 




you how to « 
-attending-sL 
P.O. Box 519 
. vtircd itudeRf.will show 
i up to $800 monthly while 
ol. Send brief resume to 
..Austin, TX : 
Reports, l 
-Theses, Letters . 
All University and 
business work 
Last Minute Service 
i Open 9-9 Mon-Th 8, 9-5 
SERVICE Fri-Sat 
472-8936 30A Doble Center 
ABACUS 
BUSINESS SERVICES 
, 1301 S. I nterregional 
- 44459816 
Typing (50</piage), Printing 
and Binding '• 
SKYDlVE! E TRAVEL 
AustiaParachute Center 
For information Please call 
272-5711 anytime 
NELSON'S GIFTS: Zunf Indian 
jewelry; African and Mexican Imports. 
4612 South Congress. 444-3814. Closed 
Mondays. 
SELF-ACTUALIZING process. Call 
Human Dynamics Institute. 452-8705. 
VOICE INSTRUCTIONS. John Walding. 
444-9935. 
FOR SALE 1949 VW Campmobile, 
rebuilt engine, good tires, good mileage. 





LIBERAL CATHOLIC PRIEST willing 
to perform outdoor wedding or 
information concerning; 453-1398 Or 451-
We specialize in resumes, handbills, 
letterheads and envelopes. 
Check Our Low Rates 
2200 Guadalupe 
Just Across The Street 
ECONOMIC ALEGAR AGE 
Best prices, experienced*, mechanics. 
Trust us not to rip you off, Tune-ups, 
brakes, overhauls. House calls or 
breakdowns $5.00 additional, 
AIR CONDITIONER SPECIAL 
Leak test, check line pressure, add freon 
if needed, clean inside filter, check all 
mounting bolts & brackets, ad|ust drive 
belt. Parts 8. labor. ONLY $7.50. 
Call Mike or Bob 444-2403. 
TENNIS RACKET stringing. Vantage 
11, Nylon - $7.50, Gut - $15.50. Pick up and 
deliver. 454-7535. 
ECONOMY MOVING. Conscientious 
Services at the lowest rate. Call 
anytime. 385-8509. 
THE BUG INN Volkswagen Shop? Free 
Timing, Carborator adjustment with 
this ad. 1024 Airport. 385-9102. 
GROW YOUR OWN Food. We turn 
lawns into gardens with Troybuilt 
Rototllier. Reasonable, guaranteed. 454-
8211 after 4:00 
UNF. APARTS. 
BUY, SELL - all typesgirley magazines, 
, books, records, guitars, stereos, radios, 
jewelry,, musical instruments. New 
buyer on duty. Aaron's, 320 Congress. 
Downtown. ft ' 
JOB WANTED 
MOVING? My plckflp makes the going • 
easier: One truckload: $12. Two loads: 
$20. 258-1891. 
LOST & FOUND 
LOST LARGE BLACK/Brown 
Shepherd-Collie mix. Very friendly. 






STARK PING. Experienced theses, 
dissertations, PR's,- etc.* Printing and 
Binding, Specialty Technical. Charlene 
Stark, 453*5218. v* -• 
DISSERTATIONS, theses, reports, and 
law briefs. Experienced typist, 
Tarrytown. 2507 Bridle Path, Lorraine 
Brady. 472-4715. 
BOBBYE DELAFIELD, IBM Selectric, 
pica/elite, 25 years experience, books, 
dissertations, theses, reports, 
mimeographing. 442-7184. 
BEAUTIFUL PERSONAL TYPING. All 
' your university work. Fast, accurate, 
reasonable. Printing-Binding. Mrs. 
Bodour. 478-8113 — . . 
MABYL SMALLWOOD Typing -"last 
minute - overnight available. Term 
papers, theses, dissertations, letters. 
MasterCharge. BankAmericard. 892-
0727 or 442-8545. 
FRANCES WOOD Typing Service. 
Experienced, law theses, dissertations, 
manuscripts. 453-6090. 
EXPERIENCED TYPIST. Graduate 
and undergraduate work. Choice of type 
styles and sizes. Barbara Tullos, 453-
5124. 
VIRGINIA SCHNEIDER Diversified 
Services. Graduate and undergraduate 
typing, printing, binding. 1515- Koenig 
Lane. 459-7205. 
TYPEWRITE SERVICE, efficient 
typing at reasonable rates. 926-3254. 
THESES, DISSERTATIONS, PRS 
typed. Experienced typists. Book yours 
nowF Call 476-9312 or 472-5928 after 5. 
A to,Z 
SECRETARIAL SERVICE 
109 East 10th St. 
472:0149 
Theses, Dissertations, themes, 
P.R.'s, BC Reports, resumes 
Multilithing, Binding 
•Everything From A to Z 
M AND J. TYPING of theses, resumes, 
dissertations, duplication, binding: open 
everyday. 442-7008. Not at old address. 
Please call before coming. 
NEAT, ACCURATE and prompt typing. 
65 cents per page. Theses 75 cents. Call 
447-2737. 
RS TYPING SERVICE. Professional 
typing. Reports, theses, dissertations, 




producing^ finest quality typing for 
students and faculty members in every 
field for 15 years, will take meticulous 
care to type law briefs, research papers, 
B.C. reports, theses, end dissertations 
accurately, observing proper ' forms. 
-Latest model IBM-Executive carbonTib-~ 
bon typewriter. All work proofread. 478-
0762. 
"Just North of 27th & 
Guadalupe 
YES, we do type 
Freshman themes. 
Why not start out with 
good grades! 
472-3210 and 472-7677 
2707 Hemphill Park 
Vj MONTH RENT FREE. Large 
furnished one bedroom. CA/CH, cabTe. 
452-3074, 258-1832. 
NOB HILL APARTMENTS 1-2 bedroom 
furnished, pool, dishwasher, disposal, 
bills paid, laundry, Vj block to IC shuttle. 
2520 Longview. 477-8741. 
CONVENIENTLY LOCATED one 
bedroom. Pool, 'cable, shuttle, city 
buses. $130. West 4th Street area. 476-
8835. 
EFFICIENCY - $105 all bills paid. Maid 
service, 6 blocks campus, shuttle bus. 
2408 Leon. 474-3447. 
- EFFICIENCY 2700 Swisher, 1 block Law 
School. ABP $120/month. 478-4550. ' 
FURNISHED CAMPUS apartment 
available April 1st. One block from law 
school. Call 477-0949, 471-4209. 
UNF. HOUSES 
RETAIL ZONING. Large older home 
near University. Presh paint, plenty of 
parking. $275/month.-Dail McGrew. 459* 
8763, 459-7442. 
Barry Gillingwater company iioo ciayton. 
FEMALE THREE BEDROOMS 
furnished, yard, own room, pets 
welcomed' shuttle. stooo blllt 4<ru«» 
You Belong At 
EnglishAire 
Efficiencies, studios, 1, 2, and 
3 bedrooms, furnished or un­
furnished, and all the extras, 
you expect — like laundries, 
saunas, exercise rooms, game 
rooms, pools, putting green,. 
PLUS a great restaurant AND 
the Cricket.CJub. Soon there'll 
bea water polo pool and hand­
ball courts, too. Cofne join us 
WW! From $145 
444,1846 
2101 Burton Dr. 
(off East Riverside) 
ROOMMATES 
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED: One 
bedroom luxury apartment on Town 
Lake, $82.50, ABP. NR shuttle. 447-3797 
after 5. 
UT AREA, 2 bedroom; 2 bath, CA/CH, 
walk-in closets, laundry, pool, utilities, 
reasonable. 477-2608. 
MALE ROOMMATE NEEDEO: Large 
furnished 2/2 apartment, dishwasher, 
CA/CH,carpetea, «5,%electrlclty.447-
2316; 
N.EED FEMALE ROOMMATE. Own 
room, $80 plus electricity. CR route. Call 
Oebbie 453-1922. 478-5831. 
FEMALE: MARCH 'FREE. 2 bedroom 
apartment. Town Lake, $85.00 ABP. 
-Shuttle,bwnroom.-444-3837-anytlme.- — 
ROOMIE, needed to share nice 2 
bedroom house. Enfield aree. After 4. 
David. 478-9130, 472 7»16f — 
Somewhere 
there's someone 
waiting to buy 



















them it's FOR SALE 
with.a.classifkHHrd in 
THE DAILY TEXAN 
call 
471-5244 
to place your classified ad! 
FOR SALE 
STOCK REDUCTION SALE 
AKAI  AA8030 Rece iver (  25 rms wat ts  per  channe i .  L is t  S299.95.  
SANSUI turntable, new model SR-212. List S149.95 SCI-1253 3-
way speaker, 12" woofer, 5" midranger, 3'/j" tweeter; clear 
sound. List $149.95 each. Total List Price $749.95 each. 
STOCK REDUCTION PRICE $435.00 
SANSUI 771 receiver, 45 rms watts per channel. List $389.95. 
Li St t201 80 a--e- c!U5t fiP.vPr/ Shure M91 ED cartridge.. 
Price $891.65* 
; tM. Cat* $<2-275-3702, Cuero. Texas. 
* 41 INCH ELECTRIC RANOE, Double, 
Mif-clMnlng, automatic ovens. White. 
. : UOO 4S3-MM.af(er S:30od. 
"•'*AWASAKI 
Shore s rtntral Inration 
transmisiiOn. 
TRA»t l00«, l0 speed 
$450l trade onMG 
; Midget oi" SpriliMM-ias 
ti t.H' METi^VAN"wlth hydraulic lift, 
' M2S. » ton Ford Van. 4S3-0004; 442' 
r-casy KbMrW XtsT:"1 — 
.. (.by and see our new efficiency and 
. ' flwrooto apartments on the banks of : 
Tiown Lake Complete with shag 
acceni wan, modern tyr-
mture, plus 4n, individual deck overlook-
«>s tt« water..; : 
^rn $145 - all bills paid 
• 300 East Riverside Drive 
444 3337 
FFM*tE HOUSEMATE • 3 bedrooms 
VILLA 
206 West 38th 
1 or 2 Bedroom Furnished Convenient to 
UT Beautiful Pool end Pafio. 
Reasonable. Shuttle '> block. 
452-JJI4 459^927. ,453-4545 
-ttirnished, own room, yard, shuttle,' pets 
welcomed. $80. 1100 Clayton. 454-I4M. 
PRIVATE FURWSHED room, 704 West 
25th. controlled, heat, air conditioned, 
refrlgerator_Ca!l477-S6J4.— * 
' HOUSEMAtE • furnished private room, 
bath, entrance. Share kitchen. $80, bills. 
110 East 3l$t, 477-4734, Oliver, 
MALE ROOMMATE to Share furnished 
home with two graduate students. *72.90 
bills; no lease or deposit. 837-0304. 
ROOMMATE NEEDEO large 2-1 
furnished apt. Own room. All kitchen 
opHances. CA/CH. ui plus elec., on : 
-*h5ttte!^f-^r3377rT " -! 
STRAIGHT MALE ROOMMATE: 
bedroom, *50. ABP," IC shuttle, pool ^ 
Park. 477-5092. 
u STOCK REDUCTION PRICE $499.00 
' 22 rtns watts per channeL L .L is t  
SCW253=? S199.95. DUAL 1214 changer complete. List $201.U,. 
speakers; List $149.95 each. Total List Price $701 65 
. STOCK REDUCTION PRICE $395.00 j 
^PlONEE R KP-300 FM stereo cassette for your car. List $ 149.9s"; 
STOCK REDUCTION PRICE $114 
SANTA CLAIM A HOUSE. 2411 Rio 
Grande. Kitchen, CA/CH, mald servtc*. 
co-ed, $70-$75. 477-3484 Don 471-5244. ROOMAAATE large furnished 2-story, house, own room near 47th and Red River. Laurie, 453-9779 203 East 19th 476-6733 














S»* ^.T T--" " —<<w • w imwn 
«; critically acclaimed Cuban-made films and one produced • 
'Mf.i" Africa portraying Angola's struggle for freedom will be 
IfJ wn 88 Pf1** Third World Film Series, The series is 
presented by the Department of Spanish-Portuguese, in 
a .^cooperation with the Latin American Policy Alternatives 
;;Group. . 
Of' Julianne Burton, assistant professor of Spanish and 
^Portuguese and coordinator of the series, said the mofeie, 1 
'•$ "Memories of Underdevelopmeflt" and "Lucia" depict "the i 
Cuban Republic era by era explored in the most human terms." ' 
v The third movie, "Sambizanga," is described as a "stunning 
political,thriller ... a black African 'Z.' " 
All films will be shown at Burdine Auditorum.- Admission will 
, be $1. "Memories" will be shown at 7:30 and 9:30 p.m. Tuesday. 
• "Sambizanga" will be shown at 7:30 and9:30 p.m. March25and 
"Luci?" will be shown at7:30 p.m. April 15 and 16. 
AUCTN TOMMQKMV 
AUSTIN TOI - PHASf . Ill V lff MOHOW 
NdOHMNMOOO MBTMO Zona I; 
from 7 to 10 p.m. Tuesday at 
Balcones Country Club, Balconei 
- Club Drive. 
PHASl HI AUSTIN TOMOHOW 
NUOHKMHOOO MCCT|NO Zone J; 
from 7 to 10 p.m. Tuesday at 
O'Henry Jr. Hfflh, 2410 w: 10th St. 
ANNOUfclCttflmt* " 
. ANTHRQKHOOY MMITMINI will 
- sponsor a colloquy on "Sources of 
Creole Semantic Structure" by Or. 
<•. George Hutter at 4:30 p.m. Tuesday 
1' iWid Buntfne HIUIW- t . 
*MK*.*tsmmrn(U Conduct a fre« class" 
In "The Exploration of 
Consciousness"'at 8 p.m. Tuesday at 
906 W. 17th St. 
COMMUNICATION WHK events for 
Tuesday'include Dr. Lawrence 
. Rosenfield speaking on "The Role 
• ir- the Media Play In Our Society" at 9 
- a.m. in Communication Building 
2.320." Rosenfield will repeat his 
lecture at 1:30 p.m. in 
Communication Building 2.320. 
Visitors are welcome. 
MMIC, HUTKMS SOCHTV Of AMBBCA 
national chairman Or. Carl Hawver 
, will speak at 10:30 a.m. Tuesday on 
«•: " Pub lie Relations and the 
Consumer" in Communication 
. Building S.134. Hawver also will-
participate In a sandwich seminar t 
noon on the Communication 
Complex plaza on "Consumers' 
Financial Behavior." Visitors are 
jnviledtpixrth.events. k— 
STUMNT OOVMIWHT will sponsor • 
-.'televised debate between Lee Rohn 
and Frank Fleming, the Student 
Government presidential 
; candidates, at midnight on Cable 3 
'"and channel 24. 
UPTHT STUMNT UNION will meet at 7:30 
p.m. Tuesday at the Baptist Student 
Center, 2204 San Antonio St. 
UTNSA >omd will meet at: «;30 p.m. 
Tuestfoy in the Khool of Nursing. 
UNIvmiTY VCTIRANS will meet to 
, ,^nomln»t0 of Heart. at pjn. , 
mmctmmt ofooouxmcm sa»Kts'w)ii" 
hold a seminar at 1 p.m. Tuesday in 
Geology Building 100. John Edwards 
, will speak on "Geology of the Taylor 
v Alluvial Fan, Williamson County, 
Texas," and Peter Keller will speak 
, on "A Mineralogical Study of the 
. Tayoltlta Gold/Sliver Mine, 
" Durango, Mexico." , 
PHYSICS MPMTMint will hold a seminar 
at 4 p.m. Tuesday in Robert Lee 
- •' Moore Hall 11.210. Dr. Dieter 
Slgmar of the Department of * 
v Nuclear Engineering and 
• Aeronautics, MIT, will speak on 
. "Theory and Observation of 
• Toroidal Plasma Rotation/' 
? PHYSICS MMCTMMT Will hold a seminar" 
at 4 p.m. Tuesday In Robert Lee 
Moore Hall ^.327. Arno Bohm 
associate professor of physics, will 
speak on "V-A and SU(3) In a. 
- Quantum Mechanical Description of 
Weak Decay Processes:" 
CLASSIFIEDS WORK! 
MASSAGES 
HOT OIL SWEDISH STEAM ROOM 
MAGNETIC TOUCH WEIGHT LIFTING 
^ .. POWDER R 
|®[agtc %xnx&\ of 
BODY MASSAGE FOR GENTLEMEN 
Young Lady Maueuiet in Complete Privacy! 








EARN CASH WEEKLY 
Blood Plasma Donors Needed \ 
Men & Women: 
EARN $10 WEEKLY 
CASH PAYMENT FOR DONATION 
'^"Austin -SII4-'^ 
Blood Components, Inc. 
OPEN: MON.& THURS. 8 AM to 7 P.M, 
1 TUES. & FRL 8 A.M. to 3 P.M. —, 
CLOSED WED. & SAT. 
409 W. 6th 477-3735 
Handbook 
Fir Course Selection 
. ;y "• :• 
A new "Course Description' ' students, she added. 
Handbook" being put together^ Each description will 
will help University students'^Include a general scope of the 
take the guesswork out of course, course-objectives,-
-Course selection. types of assignments, reading 
Faculty members have been lists, pass-fail status and 
S f t t r e m e l y  r e s p o n s i v e  ~  ~  - - - - - - -
providing explanatory - I I • 
material for the handbook^^U PIO | 0^# P©I1 
Consumer Center 
^.prerequisites. 
;• About 2.500 coursl 
descriptions have alreftd^p 
been submitted, Ms. Bar|4^ 
said. She said she hopes thf^l 
final total will reach 3,0Mu-
H The handbook 
compilation of cours^ 
descriptions provided by 
• iwm«i avQTT nwra ay wwy awwrfiwi 
„ The New Krishna Minstrelsv.; 
Hdf* KHihhd flreet mlnstreit dance and chant to the beat of a different drummer on 
the. Drag, evoking little reaction from pat—why* and shoppers. 
At Policeman 
A University police officer was shot at three times early 
^ Saturday morning while attempting to handcuff a burglary 
I f suspect he was fringing in for questioning, police officials said 
V Monday. • 
Officer Jim McLendon was unharmed, but the suspect fled 
and has not been apprehended. 
McLendon, on a routine run about 3 a.m. Saturday in 
Brackehridge Trailer Park, stopped a white male in his early 
20s to question him regarding several articles in his possession. 
He decided tp bring the man in for further questioning as his 
identification was invalid. 
At 24th Street and North Lamar Boulevard, McLendon 
**" decided to handcuff the suspect. A fight ensued, and the.suspect 
grabbed McLendon's gun, shot.at him and fled.-
R.R. Ravenburg, University police administrative assistant, 
said the case was still under investigation, and no arrests have 
been made, althpugh police have some identification on the 
suspect. 
Renovation Input Session Set 
Thf T^^^^ldina ^Stril?ute forms, and suggestions ranging from 
ProgrVST AdvSbS — ™'s a short form of the pinball machines Ma entail 
program Advisory questionnaire in Tuesday's lounge. " 
inm!tllsM^ior LrPnr^0f!i Daily Texan <editorial Pa8e- will compile the 
fin!nn rAhftiafinn ^ 7,16 °°mP,eted forms may information, evaluate and 
" J ? ,"nov.aV?« and *>e returned to the -Texas 
Tn?^?aiIIJn Union Information Desk or 
» T ^tu?lent* nwiled to Union Building 307. 
tkI h!?!! ̂ *V|PKe- "We've had a series of these 
R^ri Fn ^y®^em Programs and we're asking 
Board of Regents approved an students, faculty and 
®*i«"sive Unwn building staff-especially the faculty 
i^ei ° ^ staffr-to come- by. and 
algholic Averages Feb. 1 visit with the committee and 
0grai5 ? give us some ide^s for the 
w(iTr^n01o^?!?- projects," Shirley Bird Perry, 
9ar"old Union Building union director, said Monday. 
and the construction of a • 
Union Building East, to be 
respective instructors and is 
being assembled by the 
Education Committee* of 
Student Government and the 
Office of the Pean of Students. 
Ms. Barr said the handbook 
will be ready for fall semester 
preregistration. It will be 
available to students in 
academic deans' offices, 
departmental offices and the-
Academic. Center. . 
The handbook will not be for 
sale, Ms. Barr said, but it will 
be easily accessible to 
MW* 
"" 0 
The Consumer Referral Center, a project of the Student 
will 
discuss it to see which 
suggestions are possible," 
Ms. Perry said. 
The questionnaires, have 
already • been sent to 2,650 
faculty and staff members. 
For information on Austin 
Tomorrow: Neighbor­
hood Meetings, call 474-
4877. Neighborhood 
meetings will last until 
April 30 
Government Consumer Protection Committee, 
.^Wednesday in Union Building 319. The ce 
.'noon to 2 p.m. Mondays and Wednesdays,.= . -
• The center will provide infonnation on how to nle consumer" 
complaints and Jo what agency the complaints should be 
•directed. 
The center also will stik:k ,,The Consumer's Guide,,'abboklet 
written by committee members to give Austin consumers a 
reference of available consumer services. It is available for IS 
cents. , 
^ Listed in the guide -We-tfetepfome e 
. specific functions of agencies dealing with mail, legal, health 
and credit services, banking, insurance, utilities, housing and 
fopd. " 1 
For example, if consumers are plagued by what they consider 
pornographic material being sent through the mail, they can 
find full information in the guide on who to call and what 
courses of action are available, Marilyn DuPont, chairperson of 
the committee, said Monday. 3 J 
"Consumers today are protected by numerous local, state aq d 
federal laws. These laWs can only be effective, though, if the 
consumer is aware of his rights,"-Ms. DuPont said. ' 
Corky Hagler, a Union 
_ . . _ . . . ^ executive assistant for 
erected on San Jacmto Street business operations, said the 
between Simkins Hall and the committee took a survey last 
Texas Memorial Museum, fall in the Union dining 
The two projects ̂  wiH>-cost facilities, talked to building 
approximately $3 million consultants and to special 
t t „ constituencies to find out what 
ifr ^ S f their needs wer® She said the 
will be asked to fill out meeting was for "areas we 
questionnaires asking their may have overlooked and for 
,*4 
'Union West and Union last" 
Come give us your suggestions on the renovation of Union 
West and the new Union Cast u, 
_ TONIGHT! 
7:30-9:30 p.m. 2nd Floor, Union 
Student-Faculty-Staff Lounge 
people who haven't come to 
other sessions." ; 
. The questionnaires contain 
Can yov stop your 
thought! lor OM minute? 
Arica 476-2281 
reactions to some proposals 
for projects and for .additional 
comments- on the meeting. 
The input and, reacton 
questionnaires are available 
a t  the  Texas  Union  
Infiltration Desk and at the 
Mailt building Information 
Desk. A table will be manned 
on the West Mall Tuesday 
through Thursday  to  
TEXAS HAMAGSHIMIM 
• STUDENT ZIONIST MOVEMENT 
A WEEKEND AWAY FROM THE CITY! 
(MARCH 15-17 WIMBERLEY, TEXAS 
[ SPEAKERS) SPORTS! DISCUSSIONS! CAMPFIRE! 
|MOVIES! $13 COVERS FOOD! TRANSPORTATION! 
EVERYTHING! 
for more info and to register call by March 12 
1 ELLIOTT 472-7493 KAREN 471-71051 
50* 
Highballs all week 
Live entertainment all week 
»'• Tu«*.-Sa». March 12-March 
BRUSH YCREEK 
tm-Sa», March l9*Manh 23 
EWING ST.  TIME£ 
r-s 
. 6Bor , 
••••••• ̂ »  ̂
Secpndlevel. Dobie Moll 21 sr G Guadalupe 
free parkiiig ln The rear 




& CEDAR FROST 
er3 
ON THE CENTER STAGE 
S2SM Barton 
Spring* Rd. $100 477-0357 6 3H 
Studtman's 
Photo Service 
222 W. 19th & 5324 Comeron Rd. 
RESUME' & 
IDENTIFICATION TYPE | 
PICTURES 
1 -Day 




• Sandwich Seminar 
DR. CARL HAWVER, 
National Chalrntan of tha 
Public Relations Society of Amarica 
will discuss » 
"Consumer's Financial Behavior a 
on the 
-TT Bring your d}nch and ListerH 
CoSponsored-
Tha School of Communication Student 
mm 
and 
Tha Doily Taxon : :  
THE HORNY BULL 
HNAIlY LEARNED HOW TO 
SNORT IN PUBLIC 
'M\-' ^ Tha Montazuma Horny Bull:'" 
. 1 bz. Montezumo Tequila " 
5 oz, CONCENTRATED ORANGE  ̂> 
 ̂ BREAKFAST DRINK, Over ice. 
It's sensational, and that's no Bull. v .. • .-.v..-,.-/' —-1 .t 
'80 Proof, Ta^Jo Banoft Import Co, N«*Ybrk NewYqrk; -
ezuma  ̂i 
QUII^ 
When You Graduate, Then Apply For A Job, 
And Are Asked 
' >Abo|it Your Previous Work Experience, 




Take some time ... 
Think al^ad a few months, a 
year, or two years — whenever 
you plan to graduate. Then think 
about who and what you're going 
to have to face when you apply for 
a job, especially in journalism or 
commercial art. . 
The job-hunting climate 
You'll probably have to fight 
'with ten, maybe more, other peo-' 
pie with college degrees for just 
one position. And those other ten 
will probably have good grades, 
great personalities, and maybe 
even connections with the com­




So, you ask, with odds like 
these, what can you do to win? 
-Quit before you even start? No, 
that's the chicken's way out. 
Work on improving your per­
sonality? No, that's probably too 
difficult. Make some connections 
with the company's high-ups so 
someone can "pull the. strings'?; 
- for you when the time comes ? No, 
that would take entirely too 
The solution here. * 
And your alternative here, at -, 
the University* is PEARL 
magazine. We're looking for, 
several copy editors, feature 
writers, and graphic artists to 
work fot-Ais next year. ;,: t  * c?', >;' 
So if you're inexperienced now, f 
but would like to get some prac- /, 
tical experience before you^^ 
graduate, come and see us. Our|||' 
office is on the fourth floor, roomlp 
4.102, of the TSP Building. 
The solution 
^^ Your alternative •c._jnmtfr'ligliilft ^ ̂ 
£2 you're still in school — is to get-^' 
some on-Uie-job experience. 
! > 
- I?  S i  
H M IW«y TM« 
r I$m> 
Another TSP Publication 
ijlf 
m 




Washington Past political writer Broder addresses University students. . 
David S. Broder: 
Impeachment^. Process Inexorable' 
fDALLAS (UPI) — Texas Democratic voters will vote on a 
parimutuel betting referendum May 4 for the third time in a 
dozen years, but the State Democratic Executive Committee 
_ (SDECi Monday declined to put labor and ethicscommission 
questions on the same ballot. 1 
The SDEC action on the betting proposal concurred With that 
taken a few miles away by the State Republican Executive 
Committee, meaning that all Texans who cast a ballot ill the 
party primaries will have a chance to express their views on the 
legalization of horse racing in a state that banned it nearly four 
decades ago. ... • . ' 
But the rejection of the so-called right to work: issnie wasin 
direct contrast to the GOP, which approved it, meaning that; 
possibly only a fraction of the state's voters would get to 
express their opinion. Republican primary votes traditionally 
are small compared to that of the Democrats. 
• The committee, which rushed through its-formal session in 
jjist aboiit an hour under the heavy and speedy gavel work of; 
Chairman Calvin Guest of Bryan, actually voted to table the 
right to work and ethics commission proposals and did not take 
a formal vote on them directly > ^ <f-<, •> ,* • 
' V '  • -  -  '  V f  ^ "  
-: JamesF.AlUsonof CoopeTj, w&o led the opposition ioleep tte i 
issues off the ballot, seettied to express the majority sentiments 
when he said, ''I am not opposed to them on merit, but I just 
don't want to clutter the ballot."' " > 
He also said of the ethics question, "1 think the people of 
Texas voted last time in their choice of candidates that they 
wanted an ethical government and I think this committee would 
be in default if it kicked this political football back to them." 
On the right to Work issue, Allison said, "logic tells youthatif 
wei continue this putting referendums on the ballot we could 




on voice votes, but Guest called for a roll call on the ethics^ 
proposal. The vote to table carried 44-15 with five members 
absent. 
The SDEC also tabled a resolution offered from the floor by 
Dr. M.E. Bradford of Irving that the committed ask the 
Legislature to provide for presidential primaries in Texas. ^ 
Guest pointed out that none of the tabled resolutions had been 
formally presented to the resolutions committee 10 days prior 
to Monday's meeting as required, but that thebetting proposal 
had met the requirement. , ' J . "c-; * ; 
"I personally am opposed to it (betting) being onl the ballot, but" 
they (sponsors) fulfilled the statutory requirements and yre, 
have to do it." Backers presented petitions bearing more thai) 
109,645 names. 
Guest said he agreed with expressions from the floor that the 
right to work and ethics proposals "are legislative matters and 
should be decided by legislators." 
Guest said he was not perturbed by the fact the GOP placed 
right to work .on its .ballot .and-the Democrats did not. r?r;; 
• "Most everyone knows it is only a straw vote and meaningless 
— that it really is a legislative matter," he said. j 
The SDEC approved by voice vote a resolution prelented fey 
resolutions committee chairman Sue Elsenbrook of Houston 
that the legislature be urged to standardize state voter 
registration forms, which currently vary somewhat from 
county to county^ 
By RICHARD FLY , 
Texan Staff Writer 
- The impeachment process is "inexorable" and can no longer 
be stopped until it reaches~<a conclusion, David S. Broder,-
Washington Post political writer, said* Monday. 
Broder spoke on news leaks and the Washington news beat as 
part of School of Communication Week. 
^ "ANYTHING THE PRESIDENT does* to interfere1 with the 
: process comes out of his hide" in terms of votes in the House of 
Representatives, Broder said. 
' It is unlikely, he said, that after assembling a large staff the 
House Judiciary Committee will present no information on its 
findings to the House. ' ,. ^ .•„ 
They'might, however, "buck it (impeachment) to the Senate, 
at which time 20 or 25 or our most famous senators will faint 
dead away. They're not used to making decisions," Broder said. 
Recent Democratic victories in special "elections do not 
necessarily spell disaster for the Republicans in the 1974 
midterm elections, he said. 
"They did not involve any incumbents ... there's nothing that 
indicates to me that people are angry with the Republicans and 
happy with the Democrats." 
THE RELATIONSHIP between politicians and journalists is 
a "mutually manipulative" one, Broder said. 
"We are dealing with access to information. We (journalists) 
want to extract that information at the same time the politician 
wants to push his own story." t 
A misunderstanding exists between the two,: he said, and 
journalists'"have contributed more than our share" to it. 
: "What makes that situation tolerable ... is if they (politicans) 
are fairly open-eyed about what the relationship is," he added. 
- NEITHER OF US can do our jobs alone." " 
Newis is leaked, Broder explained, either because an official-
wants information known without having it attributed to him or 
"to attack or undermine official actions of government. 
"Governments tend to leak from the top rather than the 
bottom," he said. 
In fact, some parts of govergjnent have institutionalized the 
leak, giving it an almost leg4ii»aifi<stalus, Bnodersaid. v „ 
The leak of the Pentagon papers, however, was an "unusual"" 
case" in terms of its scale and the low bureaucratic position of 
the leakers. - - - - ; • ; ---
SPEAKING OF THE PRESS' responsibility in handling 
leaks, Broder said, "If you are willing to accept the premise 
that control of information is part of the process ... then-it 
would be foolish for journalists to say they are not going to 
traffic in leaked information." 
The person leaking the information should accept the 
responsibility for it, he said, making the information "more 
credible and responsible." 
He emphasized that journalists "have an obligation to suggest 
to the reader the information and the judgments he needs" to 
put the leaks in perspective. 
A difference exists in the leaks from the Johnson and Nixon 
administrations, he said. 
"Johnson was more systematic and effective in monopolizing 
leaking power and using it," Broder said. 
Few leaks come from Nixon himself, although there is a more 
permissive attitude surrounding his aides, he added. 
rt ». [H? 7 
Publisher 
Dayan Says Soviets 'Knew' of Attack 
JERUSALEM (UPI) — Defense Minister Moshe Dayan said) 
Monday the Soviet Union knew precisely when Egypt and Syria 
planned to attack Israel in October and did nothing to prevent the] 
assault. --
Dayan, speaking in English at Hebrew University' dedication! 
^ceremonies, stopped short of,accusingMoscowofencouraging thej 
Arabs to start the war with surprise attacks on Oct. 6. 
"Russia knew beforehand exactly when the Arabs planned to start I 
this war," he said. "They knew when the war was due to start, and j 
they did everything they could not to prevent it.'' 
Section To Allow Governor 
By BILL GARLAND 
TexaiTStsiff Writer 
Delegates narrowly approved a 
provision Monday at the Constitutional 
Convention which would grant the 
governor almost constant control over his 
appointees' tenure. 
Recessing after only two hours, the 
convention remained on section two of the 
27-section Executive Article. Early recess 
allowed convention committees to meet in 
the afternoon. 
IN THE CURRENT Constitution the 
governor has no power to remove those he 
appoints to boards and state agencies. 
Delegates voted to let the governor have 
removal power with one-third of the 
Senate's consent. 
With a 76-76 vote, a move failed to make 
it necessary for two-thirds of . the Senate to 
vote for removal. 
Appointees would be removed by the 
governor "for cause" under the provision. 
"What we're trying to do is give the 
governor leeway. We're not trying to 
make this an impeachment procedure," 
Goliad Rep. Tim Von Dohlen told the 
delegates. 
MIDLAND REP. Tom Craddick, who 
sponsored the move to make two-thirds of 
the Senate necessary for removal, 
received laughter and applause when he 
mentioned the governor could too easily 
remove people like University System 
regents under the procedure. 
Von Dohlen said most individuals would 
resign at the governor's request, and 
consent of the Senate would probably be 
unnecessary. 
"WE'RE NOT trying to embarrass the 
individual," he added. ' 
A proposal by Kerrville Rep. Jim 
Nugent to remove a clause proposed by 
the Executive Committee requiring 
appointees to vacate their offices 
immediately at the end of their term was 
tabled 77-49. 
Only one change in the committee's 
proposed article was accepted by 
delegates in the short session. 
Expiration dates for terms of appointees 
were to fall between Feb. 1 and April 1 of 
odd-numbered year, but the convention 
extended the time to May 1. 
NUGENT ARGUED in favor of the 
change that too many appointments would 
have to be made in a 60-day period. A 
governor makes approximately 1,100 
appointments per year, he said. 
Austin delegates Larry Bales, Lloyd 
Doggett, Ronnie Earle and Sarah 
Weddington voted to let the governor have 
removal power with a one-third, or 11-
member, vote of the'Seriate. Delegate 
Wilson Foreman voted for a two-thirds 
Senate majority. 
The convention will continue 
consideration of the executive branch at 
9:30 a.m. Tuesday. 
f04 
Constitutional Convention delegates Governments, was 3.7 months. Median 
have more or less aborted their original length was between 3 and 3.2 months. 
90-day schedule calling.for the "convention Many hope Texas will not approach the 
to end March 29. duration record set in "Rhode Island. Its 
Other state conventions between 19S6 
and 1972 had an average durathui of just 
over the proposed 90 days. \ 
Of the 12 conventions in the timep&liod, 
the average length, according to a 
pamphlet .by the Council of State 
A Texan Interpretive 
convention lasted 50 months only to have 
its proposal defeated overwhelmingly at 
the polls.. 
The averages exclude the Rhode Island 
marathon. 
— Delegates have suggested March 29 as a 
date to recess the Texas convention until 
after the May primaries. 
With the convention mired down in the 
second section of a lengthy Executive 
Article, and with only three of eleven 
proposed articles approved, the date for 
• wrapping up the revision process seems 
distant. 
- B.G. 
leg ins Goodwill Mission 
CARACAS (UPI) — First Lady Pat Nixon arrived in Caracas| 
Monday on a six-day diplomatic goodwill mission to South Americaf 
and told the president of Venezuela that President Nixon"sent the! 
closest thing to his heart — me." 
It was Mrs. Nixon's first visit to Caracas since she and Nixon, then! 
Vice-President under President Dwight D. Eisenhower, were stoned! 
and spat on while touring South America 16 years ago. 
Stock Market Stages Strong Gain 
NEW YORK (AP) — The stock market scored a strong come-f 
from-behind gain Monday amid persistent hopes on Wall Street forj 
an easing of the oil squeeze. 
The Dow Jones average of 30 industrials, which had dropped morel 
than 8 points in early trading, finished with an advance of 10.40 
888.45, its highest close since last Nov. 16. 
Congressmen Seek Oil Ad Rebuttals 
WASHINGTON (AP) — In an effort to counter oil compan; 
advertising, 16 members of Congress asked the nation's 7,000 
broadcasters Monday to carry commercials suggesting the oil! 
companies, not the consumers, will have to change their habits. V? > 
Announcing the media campaign at a news conference, Rep. Ml 
Benjamin Rosenthal, D-N.Y., cited the "Fairness Doctrine" in hispf 
effort to convince the. radio and television stations to carry the|§ 
announcements to balance what he calls a multi-million dollar ! 
advertising campaign waged by the energy industry. 
Child Denied Admission to Kinder^aften 
HOUSTON (UPI) — The superintendent of Pasadena schools^ 
Monday refused to readmit 5-year-old Billy Epperson t 
kindergarten, ruling that the boy's hair violated the district's 
grooming code. 
Billy, his blond hair worn over his ears to hide a congenital birt 
defect which left his head misshapen, was suspended from tfo 
Golden Acres Elementary School Feb. 22. 
Superintendent Forrest Watson was the final administrative 
appeal before a final ruling by the school board. Watson supported 
an earlier decision and refused the request of Billy's parents 
The Eppersons claim a shorter haircut would focus attention toj 
Billy's head and make him the subject of ridicule from his] 
classmates. The couple took the appeal to the 
night. 7 " ~:V~ 
In a released statement, Watson said Billy had only a "sligh 
abnormality of the headstructure." 
Dr. Sam Rhem, an attorney for the family, said Billy's physical! 
problem was more serious than that described by Watson. 
Demands 
Hearst "To Conform' 
To SLA Requirements 
In Response to Tape 
SAN FRANCISCO (UPI) - Randolph A. 
Hearst promised Monday to meet new 
food ransom demands from the kidnaperf 
of his daughter, Patricia. * 
"Now, we will do exactly what they 
say," he said. 
Hearst, calm and more talkative than In 
his previous appearances, stood outside 
his Hillsborough home to make his first 
response to the latest tape recording se$t 
by the Synibionese Liberation Army', 
(SLA) which kidnaped the 20-year-old 
woman five weeks ago. _ • * 
HE SAID he would do all he could to 
further a demand by the SLA for two of its 
members to appear on live national 
television, and he called "idiotic" any 
thought that his daughter was connected 
with the SLA before her kidnaping or was 
a Willing victim. 
In its fifth communication since the 
kidnaping, the SLA charged Saturday that 
the $2 million Hearst food giveaway was $ 
"sham." It demanded the plan be changed 
to meet the original demand that $7t 
worth Of free food be given to every needy 
Californian — a program officials 
estimate would cost $400 million. ' 
SHORTLY BEFORE Hearst appeared; 
the director of the food program, A. 
Ludlow Kramer, said Tuesday's scheduled 
food distribution would be postponed and 
might resume by Friday. By the time the 
revised program is completed, he said, the 
amount given away would be "$70 or 
higher for all the people who come 
forward to get food." t : I'^-X-
Kramer added, however, that the food 
program would still remain within the $2 
million limit originally set by Hearst 
Another $4 million has been promised by 
the Hearst Corp., but only after Patricia is 
released unharmed. ~ t 
Hearst admitted that the "People ib 
Need" program, as originally set up, did 
not meet the SLA demand. 
"We didn't do what they said. We 
thought we had a better idea, and it turned 
out that we didn't, and so they told us 
pretty bluntly what they wanted and why 
they wanted it, and that's what we're 
going to conform to now." 
H E A R S T  W A S  A S K E D  a b o u t  
statements on the ll-minute portion of the 
. latest tape in which Patricia said she does 
.not believe her parents are doing 
everything they can to win her freedom, 
-,and that the FBI wants to see her killed. 
"I can't tell what her conversations 
have been (during her captivity), and I, 
don't know what kind of pressure she's 
under, and it's perfectly conceivable that 
perhaps she really believes it," Hearst 
said. 
Nixon Tax Dispute Causes IRS Concern 
WASHINGTON (AP) — Public controversy over President 
Nixon's income taxes has set alarm bells ringing in the Internal 
Revenue Service, but officials of the tax agency are not sure yet 
whether they have a fire. 
° The question is whether Nixon's minimal tax payments, about 
16,000 on total income of nearly 1900,000 over the three, years 
ending with 1972, may tempt other Americans to look for 
loopholes or try to avoid taxes. 
IT WILL BE several months before the IRS can analyze 
" enough 1973 returns to determine whether there "is "such aT 
taxpayer reaction. For the present, tax officials publicly 
express confidence there will be none; privately, they are 
.known to be concerned. - ~ .• " 
i From around the country, in news reports/in declarationshy 
: politicians and in statements from outside tax experts, come 
warnings of taxpayer resistance, resulting in part from the 
Nixon affair, that could lead to a significant reduction in 
^ anticipated goveinnwail ievfenaesTTT7 
Johjtnie M. ^Walters, who retired last year as IRS 
^—nissioner to go into fax law practice here, said in a recent 
interview that a loss of $1 billiop as a result of taxpayers.. 
-Tctaimrog qmstlonabie dcductiona would not be unrealistic*—^ 
" " Rep. Charles Vanik. a Democrat on tjbe tax-writing House 
Ways and Means committee, predicts "a massive movement by 
American taxpayers into'the gr*y areas of ltax avoidance" 
which he said could slash revenues by as much as 10 percent, or, 
nearly $25 billion. ' 
AFL-CIO PRESIDENT George Meany said "the fact that the 
President combed the tax laws for loopholes sets an example to 
.the American people to likewise avoid or evade taxes." 
A New York-based tax advisory firm told its clients that "IRS 
officials are afraid that average taxpayers will folkrtv the 
recent examples of corner cutting politicos and do some 
wholesale cheating of .their _own." The IRS, it added, would 
scrutinize all returns with large business expense writeoffs. 
Senior IRS officials dispute' stich predictions. The worst that 
can happen, they contend,is that many taxpayers are likely to 
press harder than: in the past for legal but perhaps questionable 
deductions. 
Even that, some of them concede, could result in a cutback in 
anticipated federal tax receipts for 1974. 
''PaHainltf ...a J.. i t A j 
hbnest with themselves this year," says John J. Olszewski, 
chief of the IRS Intelligence Division which pursues tax fraud 
cases: 
"THEY ARE GOING to be either holiest or dishonest, 
r4epending_:on.- tbeir^own moral- standardsrJuit..not because 
somebody else supposedly .set an example for them." 
He addedHhat on the basis of past experience some taxpayers 
caught chiseling! can. be expected to point to the questionable 
pMi MEM 
records of high-ranking or prominent people in defense of their 
own transgressions. 
Despite its outwardly calm approach, there is no do(ibt that 
the IRS is concerned — if not about 1974 tax collections, then 
about what one official calls false impressions generated by the 
publicity given Nixon's tax troubles and resulting speculation 
about how other taxpayers might react. 
The controversy is awkwardly timed for the IRS, already 
-trying hard to tfpgrade its efficiency and improve a~pubiic 
image somewhat battered by charges of favorable treatment 
for corporations and others using tax shelters, and by disclosure 
of White House efforts to use it as a weapon against political 
"enemies." »- , „ 7; 
INFORMED OBSERVERS SAY IRS officials were unhappy 
With the original handling of the Nixon case, in which he took 
substantial deduetlons-for donating vice-presidential papers to 
le National Archives, and jejaimed other tax advantages. . 
Concern for its reputation w6s a factor, the observers say, in 
the publicly-announced IRS decision to reopen inquiry into 
Nixon's tax affairs, and also in the decision to continue 
. investigation of former Vice-President Spiro T. Agnew, who 
—quit last October after pleading got <^J^to;0!ne copt ofctax 
n. evasion in 1967. 4§# - • 
The IRS says it liad a^%if|b(r<f(ef^hlt drtvfe uh^r way well 
before the Nixon and Agnew oases came to public attention. 
s? 
IRS spokesmen say audits, which fell off sharply in the 
decade from 1962 tol972, have since then been on the upswing. 
Even with the actual number of tax returns increasing each 
year, the percentage audited increased slightly from 1.9 percent 
in 1972 to 2.0 in fiscal 1973 and is expected to top that figure this ' 
year. IRS Commissioner Donald C. Alexander has set an 
eventual goal of 5 percent in the next several years. 
Tp ACCOMPLISH THIS, the IRS has requested funds fct' 
Mftl additional auditors and examiners, which would bring 
portion of its 71,000-member work force to about 19,500. 
Recommendations for criminal prosecutions also have gone -
Op, the latest figures showing 1,800 in fiscal 1972 and a record 
high of 2,555 in fiscal 1973. While less than hplf of these result in 
—conviction, - the lRS says its objective is to get "maximum^-
deterrent value"' out of the cases prosecuted. I 
"There is no indication of a progressive, increase in the 
number of violators," Olszews*' 
question thafIRS has no way of L„ „ »» 
nation s tax cheaters it actually is discovering, > . ill 
ONE OlTTSIDE TAX FIRM which tends to agree with the IBS'® 
-View of present taxpayer moods is the nation's largest tax 
pr5Earafiof) H&R Block, which says it handled 8.4 . 
ipriulron individual returns Isi^t year. •/ 
Louis Cupp, a spokesman for Block, said it is finding new 
interest among clients in saving money through Ieg« j'j Ji BnuuK iiiuuv  inr n l si 
deductions buknone in trying to defraud or avoid taxes entirely 
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